Nous avons aussi découvert le Bushby Mustang II, ressemblant assez au Mustang P-51D mais biplace côte à côte, plus petit
et moins puissant. Et surtout : le texte trouvé affirmait qu’il
s’agissait d’un ‘’dérivé du Midget Mustang dessiné pour produire
un petit avion civil ressemblant au célèbre P-51 Mustang’’… Nous
avons regretté de ne pas avoir exploré plus attentivement tout ce
qui porta le nom de Mustang dans l’histoire de l’aviation. Nous
pensions que ce n’était pas notre sujet, consacré aux lignes de
l’avion apprécié – son nom important peu. Cherchant un profil du
Midget Mustang (mini-Mustang, ou Mustang nain), nous avons eu
la surprise de constater que cet avion ne ressemblait absolument
pas à un Mustang – mis à part peut-être la dérive angulaire, détail. Ce Midget
Mustang
ne
reprenait
du
Mustang que
le nom, mais
certains
acheteurs des
plans montèrent leur avion
en lui donnant
vraiment un air
de Mustang, et
cela
entre
dans
notre
sujet. Quand
fut dessinée la
version
biplace Mustang
II, le principe
de
verrière
bulle comme
sur le P-51D
fut repris, apparemment,
pour
mieux
mériter
ce
nom,
sans
décevoir certains clients.
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Autre bonne surprise : Jean-Christophe Carbonel a finalement
trouvé le temps de nous dessiner une caricature de P-51D pour
compléter son Moeufrane. Ce fut assez différent de ce que nous
avions imaginé, et en fait il s’avère illusoire de parvenir à copier le
trait de génie des artistes, qui se renouvellent à chaque dessin,
toujours créatif. Hélas pour leurs fans sans talent, qui voudraient
un jour presque les égaler… Toutefois, notre « talent » à nous ne
fut pas inutile, pour extrapoler un profil de la vue oblique qui nous
était parvenue. Prenant la courbure de casserole comme indicateur, nous avons déduit un angle de 25° et nous avons donc allongé les longueurs de 11% (puisque 1/cos25° = 111%).
En découvrant nos pages, JCC suggéra aussi d’autres
pistes que les caricatures : un bimoteur axial P-51Z comme notre
VB-51,
un
bimoteur P51T Twin à
nez-canon –
son
nez
étant
masqué de profil,
nous en proposons une
variante
asymétrique
monomoteur.
JCC proposait aussi
d’autres
idées
pouvant intéresser les maquettistes qui
visitent son
site
model
stories.free
.fr : P-51
Payen à aile
delta, P-51 à
aile
circulaire,
P-51
VTOL à moteurs basculants…
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JCC nous révéla aussi le méconnu projet Trebble-trouble
P51, un assemblage volant de 3 P-51D joints par leurs bouts
d’aile, seul le modèle central ayant un cockpit. De profil, cet extravagant trifuselage est toutefois décevant, ressemblant à un P51D à verrière légèrement masquée. A moins de changer
d’échelle avec des maquettes…
JCC suggérait aussi de réaliser un Mustang-Delanne à ailes
tandem. La formule permet d’installer un poste arrière avec vue
panoramique. A la réflexion, un tel biplace pouvait aussi être envisagé avec une aile simple, en prenant pour base une formule
d’aile volante genre Fauvel. Et en matière d’aile volante Mustang
à longue verrière, on peut délirer plus encore (W-51D), voire extrapoler à l’inverse un dirigeable sans aile (Z-51D)…
Enfin, JCC envisageait un Mustang à aile ogivale. Nous savions que les
ogives sont des
pointes courbes,
mais
comment
une aile pourraitelle avoir cette
forme ?
Nous
avons pensé à
une aile annulaire comme sur
le
Coléoptère
C450. Mais il
s’avéra
que
c’était un complet
malentendu : ce
terme désigne le
delta incurvé du
Concorde !
Le
delta
incurvé
inverse
de
Tchyeravovkiy
s’appelle
aile
parabolique. Le
Muséoptère
n’allait pas pour
autant être euthanasié, le pauvre.
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Une autre contribution importante fut apportée par
TSR.Joe : tout en présentant un Mustang amélioré en cours de
montage, il nous parla d’un avion imaginaire ressemblant au P51, dessiné dans Scale Aircraft Modelling. Avant qu’il ne le retrouve, notre ami Paul Deweer nous transmit ce précieux numéro.
Il s’agissait, disait l’article, d’un travail d’étudiant amateur en dessin aéronautique à l’Engineering Department of London University, en 1942. Partant du Martin-Baker MB.2, Ian Huntley tenta diverses améliorations : une verrière à vision améliorée, une dérive
agrandie, un radiateur ventral. Ensuite vint l’installation d’un moteur Merlin, et un dessin amélioré de l’écope ventrale. Tout ceci
fut imaginé en toute liberté, à peine guidé par les professeurs. Et
cet
homme
décrit qu’il fut
immensément surpris
quand il découvrit plus
tard le P-51D
Mustang,
ressemblant
tellement
à
sa création…
Le
P-51D
correspondrait
donc
bien à l’état
de l’art (en
dessin aéronautique) à
une époque,
et cela expliquerait que
beaucoup
d’avions indépendants
aient été très
similaires,
sans
impliquer de copie
pirate
ni
usurpation de
droits.
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Discutant avec TSR-Joe, nous avons découvert que ce
brillant maquettiste avait dessiné quantité de P-51 hybrides en
1982, 10 ans avant nous. Certains étaient de pures merveilles,
notamment un Mustang très spécial, à aile annulaire. Présenté
sur le site Internet What-if MSN, il comportait une double hélice
intégrée dans le fuselage, sous l’aile formant canal. Nous avons
suggéré que, peut-être, il ne faudrait pas fermer l’anneau de l’aile,
en haut, afin que le soufflage soit spécifique de l’extrados, créant
une dépression au dessus de l’aile donc une portance accrue par
effet Venturi (Channel Wing). TSR-Joe dessina un tel P-51, mais
avec une hélice sur chaque aile (arrondie en demi-cercle) selon la
formule Culver. Et il compléta cette lignée avec un ancêtre sans
aile annulaire, à hélice (double) intégrée dans le fuselage – formule popularisée par
des projets
Blohm und
Voss, BMW
et
Byelyayev.
TSRJoe
avait
aussi
inventé
un
Mustang
VTOL plus
classique,
ainsi qu’une
variante
à
ailes-dérives
delta
très
surprenante
(ailes en X
vues
de
face), et un
jet hybride
de Mustang
et de Harrier
(ne ressemblant
plus
vraiment au
P-51). Osé !
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Autre ancienne invention de TSR-Joe : un Mustang canard,
avec 2 dérives alaires ou une dérive centrale. Il y a donc eu des
Mustangs canards dans le monde entier, independamment sur 2
continents et 2 îles, les rêveurs ayant partout cru devoir se cacher, jusqu’à l’apparition d’Internet.
Moins différente des P-51 classiques, une version à aile
tandem se serait basée sur un P-51B standard, ou presque, car
celui-ci est finement amélioré. Un autre P-51B mieux que nature
servit de base à des versions hydravions, à 2 flotteurs ou 1 seul.
Lyn Ludgate fabriqua d’ailleurs séparément un P-51D monoflotteur à bulle : le J5F-1 Bronco. Nous ne présentons ici que le plus
typé de ce lot plaisant. Il semble que c’est aussi un P-51B, affiné,
qui donna une version biplace originale, à sièges dos à dos sans
bulle ni tourelle.
Enfin, une
version à énorme
moteur
Rolls
Royce Eagle était
envisagée – TSRJoe disait que
c’était le plus gros
moteur qui puisse
être monté sur un
Mustang : 24 cylindres,
3500
chevaux. On peut
imaginer
plus,
mais inventer de
manière satisfaisante est tout un
art, fait de savants compromis,
à la limite du raisonnable et pas
au delà (pour
certains amateurs
tout au moins,
presque sérieux),
et le principal est
que chaque rêveur trouve une
limite qui le satisfasse.
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TSR-Joe a présenté aussi des versions Mustang du JetSeafang 391, un peu différentes de la nôtre. Il conseillait également de s’inspirer du véridique Jet-Cobra dont il avait construit
une splendide maquette, ou d’une version monoréacteur codée
XP-59B.
Autre piste inventée par TSR-Joe : transformer le P-51 en
avion fusée type X-1. Cela aurait ajouté à la gloire du Mustang le
premier franchissement du mur du Son… D’après ce que nous
avons lu, Chuck Yeager – le pilote-héros – donna précisément au
X-1 le surnom de ses P-51 (Glamourous Glennis)… C’est une
belle histoire : Glennis était le nom de la fiancée de Chuck, simple
pilote anonyme pendant la guerre, et les avions étant féminins en
anglais,
il
nomma tendrement
ainsi les P51 qu’il devait
piloter
dangereusement, loin
de sa dulcinée. Marié
et
devenu
pilote d’essai
dans l’après
guerre,
il
reprit
ce
nom affectueux pour
l’avion
qui
allait
marquer
l’Histoire.
Avec
cet
esprit
de
fidélité à une
femme
aimée, il aurait
sans doute
apprécié
d’ajouter la
fidélité aux
Mustangs.
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Moins grandiose mais nous touchant encore plus, personnellement : un TSR Mustang bipoutre… Il s’agissait d’un bimoteur
push-pull comme notre Twin-Mustang P-51P, mais davantage
crédible (sans lien démentiel avec un avion double tête-bêche à 2
pare-brise…). Une version monomoteur propulsive, façon SAAB
J.21, lui paraissait également appropriée, et celle-ci vient compléter nos J-51. Le nez allongé que nous envisageons n’est pas
destiné à loger un canon énorme, mais simplement à faire aussi
joli que le J.21 qui fait référence dans ce domaine.
Joe avait proposé aussi un modèle bimoteur plus simple, ni
push-pull ni bipoutre. Nous l’ajoutons tardivement à notre collection. La canopée paraît haut placée sur le profil, mais c’est logique pour assurer au pilote la visibilité latérale au dessus des nacelles
motrices.
Il suggérait
aussi
d’inventer un
hybride
de
Mustang
et
Grumman F5F
Skyrocket,
donc avec petit
nez et dérives
latérales. Des
moteurs
en
étoile comme
sur le
vrai
XF5F auraient
été moins jolis.
Nous ne cherchons pas à
créer tout et
n’importe quoi,
seulement
à
trouver diverses
inspirations pour générer de jolis
avions…
Le
Whirlwind est
une autre piste
pour cela.
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Après avoir parlé avec Joe d’un Mustang bimoteur ressemblant à un P-40 Warhawk, nous avons envisagé de le dessiner sur une base P-51B. Et puisque nos Mustangs personnels
sont des dessins sans pilote, nous avons ici omis de surélever le
cockpit, des lignes fines étant préférées.
Entre-temps, l’ingénieur maquettiste CatEgle73/Elmayerle
nous dit qu’il avait également conçu par le passé un TwinMustang préliminaire inspiré du P-40 bimoteur. Il aurait employé
une verrière de P-51B, un arrière-fuselage de P-82, ainsi que les
ailes (externes) de celui-ci. Pour le nez, il se serait basé sur la
maquette Unicraft du XNI-02 Kameleon, mais avec une pointe un
peu moins relevée, finalement, peut-être inversée (haut/bas).
Enfin, alors que nous étions occupés à dessiner ces Mustangs
bimoteurs
sans
verrière bulle,
nous reçûmes
de Paul Deweer
une
photo adorable du Farman
F-431,
qui
inspira un F451. Un dernier essai de
nez
spécial
sur bimoteur a
consisté
à
adapter
le
curieux parebrise descendant
de
l’Heinkel 219
Uhu. On pourrait aussi inclure une bulle
complète,
mais cela ne
ressemblerait
plus
suffisamment à un
œil, quoique…
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Découvrant les dessins précédents, TSR-Joe suggéra
d’ajouter des Mustangs asymétriques, même si cela se verrait
peu de profil, reconnaissait-il. Nous allions répondre que nous
avions déjà inventé le Bv 151 quand il nous vint une idée lumineuse : pourquoi ne pas créer des Mustangs bifuselages asymétriques ? Pour cela, il suffisait de prolonger la cabine du Bv-151D
vers l’arrière (Bv-151’), et finalement nous sommes partis d’un P82 standard, en remplaçant un des moteurs par un nez vitré (Bv182). A l’inverse, nous pouvions garder 2 nez-moteurs et remplacer une des queues par une verrière arrière. Nous sommes partis
d’un XP-51J à longue verrière, doublé latéralement (P-512). Une
asymétrie plus simple pouvait être apportée en copiant sur un P82 le décalage longitudinal d’hélice vu sur le Harkey racer pour
rapprocher les fuselages : cela donna les P-82M (M pour moved
= décalé) et M’
(joignant un 51D
et un 51 Radial).
Nous avons ensuite conçu un P82
monoplace
composite à pistons et réacteur,
en installant ça
séparément
à
gauche
et
à
droite, joint à
l’arrière par un
stabilisateur (P82J – pour Jet).
Puisque
nous travaillions à
ce moment sur un
livre consacré aux
avions bifuselages, nous avons
ajouté un TwinFTB. Dans les
longs fuselages
de P-82, on pouvait installer des
moteurs couplés :
ce fut le quadrimoteur P-82/4m.
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CatEagle73 raconta qu’il avait joué avec un Twin-Mustang
transformé en monoplace de course à micro-verrière et moteurs
Griffon avec hélices contra-rotatives. Nous avons dessiné cet
hybride de RB-51 et P-82 avec le nom RB-82. La micro-verrière
de course pouvait d’ailleurs être généralisée à toute la famille, et
nous en présentons un aperçu à travers le FTB, le XP-51J.
Enfin, CatEagle73 suggéra de créer un Twin-Mustang à
nacelle centrale vitrée additionnelle, à la façon d’un dessin préliminaire de Bf 109Z. Nous avons hésité à dessiner ce Bf-182Z car
le pod de verre apparaît à peine sur le profil. En fait, le Bf 109Z à
poste central n’aurait pas vraiment ressemblé au P-82 standard :
pas de verrière bulle, cockpits latéraux apparemment biplaces,
empennage non jointif. Et en lisant (merci à Justo Miranda) que
cette version du Bf 109Z fut rejetée car les occupants du poste
central auraient
été complètement
masqués latéralement,
nous
avons finalisé la
variante Me 182Z,
aux allures de
TP-51B à passagers externes. Ce
n’est pas pour
nous une question de visibilité
pour le tir ou le
bombardement,
mais
d’enrichissement
de collection…
Le même
jour, nous recevions en cadeau
d’anniversaire
une carte avec un
joli dessin de P51D, artistement
déformé par un
ami espagnol…
Merci Antonio !
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Nous avons dit que les avions n’ont un visage que de profil, et cela semble inexact, à la réflexion. Certains avions présentent un joli visage vus de face. Nous être centré sur les profils
n’était donc pas forcément optimal. C’était surtout une solution de
facilité permettant d’explorer le sujet en balayant rapidement une
foule d’idées. Nos meilleures créations mériteraient peut-être une
présentation en perspective, avec un pare-brise (œil) ayant davantage d’expression que sur le simple profil. Un jour, nous réaliserons peut-être des avions fictifs en dessin-3-dimensions, avant
de tourner autour avec une caméra virtuelle. Nous avons choisi
un logiciel spécialisé dans le dessin tridimensionnel d’avion : RcCad, petit module parfaitement accessible aux amateurs. Sur le
site Internet présentant ce logiciel figure une agréable collection
(http://www.rccad.com/Gallery.htm) de modèles réalisés en quelques minutes avec la version de démonstration incomplète du
logiciel, par divers
essayeurs. Alors
que le logiciel, une
fois maîtrisé, permet de réaliser un
P-51 parfait (pour
nous sans intérêt !), ces tâtonnements préliminaires ont produit
10 Mustangs approximatifs
qui
sont autant de
créations, et nous
présentons 3 profils ci-contre. RcCad signifiant Radio
Controlled
Computer Aided
Design, ce logiciel
aurait fourni une
transition parfaite,
entre
modèles
réduits
radiocommandés
et
maquettes
virtuelles informatiques.
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Côté ordinateur, il est également facile de générer des
intermédiaires automatiques entre Mustangs. Il y a en effet des
outils (morphing) réalisant le film de la transformation pas à pas
entre 2 images assez différentes. Si Mustangs virtuels avait été
télévisé, tout aurait pu être présenté ainsi : en variations continues, douces évolutions. Mais dans un livre à images arrêtées, il
y aurait une infinité d'instantanés à présenter, c’est impossible.
Nous pouvons toutefois compléter le Chapitre 3 avec les pointsmilieux entre modèles fabriqués, chaînons manquants dans
l'Histoire véridique, avec la surprise de ce que fera l'ordinateur.
Nous avons choisi ici 5 cas parmi la multitude de couples envisageables. Ce calcul d'intermédiaire est simple : "Dégradé de formes, 1 étape, Enter". Mais en pratique, cela générait des aberrations, à partir de nos dessins spontanés. Entre P-51A et D par
exemple, il a
fallu
ajouter
des points intermédiaires là
où une discontinuité
allait
apparaître
(écopes
de
nez), ajouter un
segment
superposé là où
une ligne allait
apparaître (dos,
nez).
De
même,
notre
premier essai
ne donnait pas
de jonction entre le dos interpolé et la canopée interpolée… Il a fallu
changer la distribution
des
points et réessayer, plusieurs
fois.
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Les réalistes trouveront une limite rédhibitoire au calcul
automatique d'intermédiaire : la création de monstre. Entre les
cas pilote-derrière / moteur-devant (P-51D) et pilote-devant / moteur-derrière (FTB), la situation médiane serait un pilote assis sur
le moteur… Et c'est aberrant : pas de place. Si le pilote devait
être placé au-dessus du moteur, avec un siège, il faudrait rehausser abominablement cette portion du fuselage. Autre solution : coucher le pilote sur le moteur, comme sur le SavoiaMarchetti SM.93 de l'époque. Cet homme couché sur le ventre,
pouvant à peine lever le nez très haut pour voir devant lui, pourrait encore moins regarder en arrière, et le besoin de verrière
bulle disparaît. Un moteur surbaissé pourrait peut-être aussi convenir, mais c’est disgracieux. L'hybride automatique avec verrière
sans
pilote
était
bien
mieux… Cela
scelle le divorce
entre
nos préoccupations esthétiques et cladistiques,
d'une part, le
bon sens pratique et technique
d'autre
part…
Nous
aimons
des
avions impossibles davantage que les
avions crédibles. Cela rejoint
notre
malaise concernant l'attrait
de jolies formes qui étaient
en fait des
armes
couvertes
de
sang…
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Il y avait une autre façon d’inventer un hybride entre Mustangs normaux et FTB : les coller côte à côte en un siamois asymétrique. Partant du XP-51J, nous avons généré les P-51JTB et
FTP-51J, en inversant droite et gauche. Pour apaiser la haine des
réalistes, trouvons une explication : le Twin-Mustang était biplace
pour que 2 pilotes puissent se relayer sur les vols à longue distance, et on aurait pu fournir au pilote principal l’excellente vue
avant du FTB sans que cela soit utile pour le poste de simple relais ; cela aurait évité sur la moitié de l’avion le dispositif lourd et
fragile du FTB... Le déséquilibre des masses aurait simplement
conduit à rejeter l’idée, après sa formulation par un stagiaire naïf.
Fâché, celui-ci aurait dessiné une variante avec 2 moteurs en
tandem dans le fuselage gauche, et les 2 cockpits dans le droit
(FTP-51J-2). C’est idiot ? Oui, mais ce FTP-51J-2 est original et
joli, nous aimons,
personnellement… Même si
nous préférons le
trimoteur tribulle
FTBDJ-51. Enfin,
sans bulle, un
bifuselage
asymétrique
était
envisageable
avec EA-191 et
P-51C, ainsi que
la jonction d’un P51D à un demi P82 ou Mustang
planeur…
Ce
n’est qu’un aperçu de ce que
fournirait
une
combinatoire exhaustive,
seuls
certains cas étant
vraiment typés de
profil. D’ailleurs,
pour bien décaler
notre P-5182, il
fut dessiné bancal avec une aile
tribord en arrière.
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Le profil à 2 bulles l’une derrière l’autre (FTP-51J-2) était
une insulte aux ingénieurs, mais une petite correction l’aurait rendu acceptable : abandonner le double fuselage et prévoir, d’avant
en arrière, l’hélice, puis un pilote, puis le moteur, puis un passager (FTBJ-51 ci-dessous). Le Bell TP-63C a sérieusement employé un tel schéma, et d’ailleurs nous le Mustanguisons avec
plaisir (TP-51D-63C). La tentation est grande de revenir ensuite à
un élégant monoplace à verrière arrière (P-51D-63C).
En fait, ce monoplace-là ne ressemble plus du tout à un P63. Un hybride direct du P-51 et du P-63, dans leurs versions
bulles D, serait très différent (XP-51D-63D). Autre possibilité :
remplacer le
Bell Kingcobra P-63 par
son ancêtre
Bell Airacobra P-39, car
celui-ci
a
connu
une
variante (E) à
dérive façon
Mustang.
Deux voies :
- Prendre le
P-51D pour
base en ne
retenant du
P-39 que la
position de la
canopée et le
recours à une
écope
dorsale
(XP51D-39).
- Installer sur
le P-39E une
verrière façon
P-51D, simplement
allongée pour
singer le modèle
(XP39E-51D).
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On peut aussi faire du morphing entre les Mustangs et
d'autres familles. Sur ce sujet, on pourrait multiplier les pages à
l'infini, mais on ne donnera ici qu'un aperçu rapide.
Le point milieu entre Mustang et autrui ne ressemblant en
général pas assez à un Mustang, à notre goût, nous préférons –
pour le taux de P-51 des hybrides – les valeurs 2/3, 3/4, 4/5
(67%-75%-80%). Cela paraît illogique car l'enfant né d'un père P51 et d'une mère YP-37 (ou vice-versa, difficile à dire…) a 50%
des gènes de chacun. Mais cette intuition s’efface devant la logique mendélienne : si on croise des hybrides, on obtient une myriade très diverse. Précisément, pour 2 gènes et 16 petits enfants:
1 a 100% de P-51
4 ont 75% de P-51
6 ont 50% de P-51
4 ont 25% de P-51
1 a 0% de P-51
Ces calculs
probabilistes,
mathématiques
encore une fois,
rompent le charme
qu'il y avait dans
l'étude frivole de la
beauté des Mustangs. Nous préférerions inventer en
toute liberté, mais
faute de don artistique, nous ne
pouvons qu'utiliser
nos talents, qui
sont ceux d'un
matheux. Il n'y a
peut-être pas lieu
de
désespérer,
toutefois : la création florale, par
exemple, utilise le
savoir-faire
très
rigoureux de croisements et greffes
contrôlés,
dirigés...
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L'exemple du YP-37 n’a pas été pris au hasard : ce modèle avait suggéré de reculer la verrière, or cela pouvait être fait
très graduellement. Mais une fois affinée la méthode, il est tentant
de croiser le Mustang avec les plus jolis avions. Les Re 2005 et
MiG 3 font référence croyons nous, et nous ajouterions à cette
famille sans verrière-bulle les perles qu'étaient les XP-53, D520Z, Spitfire 21. Toutefois, il convient de relativiser fortement : la
beauté n'est pas une qualité impersonnelle, et nos efforts mathématiques désordonnés ne prétendent pas objectiver un Indice
Esthétique mesurable. Certes, l'histoire du Quotient Intellectuel
semble indiquer que des hérétiques pourraient chiffrer un jour,
imparfaitement, ce qui paraissait par nature inquantifiable pour le
sens commun. D'ailleurs l'art se mesure déjà, d'une certaine façon, par l’évaluation financière des œuvres. Mais un quelconque
carré bleu signé Picasso vaut bien plus qu'un adorable Mustang
inventé par Jean
Barbaud. Célébrité et
snobisme, la beauté
des œuvres est
hors-sujet… L'art
moderne semble
même
exclure
qu'il faille faire
du beau pour
mériter le titre
d'artiste.
Des
chercheurs subventionnés génèrent ainsi du
moche
portant
un ronflant message verbeux –
nous, nous préférons (et admirons) les talents
qui créent des
images
émouvantes,
touchantes. Comme
Jean Barbaud et
Rob
Henderson...
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Pour bien visualiser la spécificité de notre hybridation intuitive par rapport au calcul exact d’intermédiaire, il paraissait utile
de mettre en parallèle les plus beaux dérivés, mixant les P-51
avec Re 2005 (à gauche) et MiG 3 (à droite). [En cette fin de livre,
il nous a paru judicieux de présenter ces hybrides et intermédiaires en version Nombre d’Or, avec une hauteur accrue pour que la
longueur soit seulement 1,62 fois plus grande.] On note entre la
1e ligne (Corel) et la 2e (X.Toff) des discordances sur le nez, la
verrière, la dérive, le dos… Nos hybrides personnels étaient donc
bien différents, ils étaient artistiques en un sens.
Même sans hybridation au jugé, le simple Mustang compacté apportait quelque chose : son moulinage de déformation
était automatique, mais l’ordinateur-outil ne faisait que calculer les
conséquences précises d’un choix personnel fantaisiste donc
créatif.
Nous
imaginions
le
talent
d’artiste
comme
l’émergence magique d’images
fabuleuses venues du néant,
mais c’est sans
doute un malentendu :
les
peintres
font
souvent
poser
des
modèles
quand ils veulent
inventer
des
corps stylisés, et
les caricaturistes
aéronautiques
semblent se baser sur une solide documentation, partant de
photos ou plans
pour
inventer.
Nous ne faisons
que suivre leurs
pas,
tenter
d’imiter…
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Nous avons récemment découvert de nouvelles caricatures
de Mustang, sur le site Internet http://www.blackheartart.com.
Plusieurs P-51B et D étaient présentés, avec des décorations
variées, des formes différentes (voir les deux P-51D ci-dessous,
ou mieux : le site lui-même). Plaisants ajustements, générant une
charmante collection… Il y avait aussi des Mustangs de course –
le plus célèbre était le Dago Red, que complétait le Sumthin Else
et le mystérieux GSO Special ; l’artiste, consulté, nous répondit
qu’il avait aussi dessiné le Red Baron dont nous rêvions, et il
nous fit parvenir cet adorable dessin…
Comme pour les caricatures de Rob Henderson, nous
rappelons que nos simplifications ne sont qu’un aperçu de lignes
générales
(notre sujet à
nous),
mais
les vrais dessins sont plus
riches,
détaillés et colorés. Si vous
aimez
les
avions, faitesvous
offrir
pour Noël une
caricature
spéciale, par
Rob ou Pat,
tellement adorable sur un
mur… Et si
l’on apprécie
de telles découvertes sur
Internet, il est
assez normal
d’aider
ces
artistes à survivre, ce qu’ils
nous apportent mérite un
retour, pour le
moins.
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Enfin, nous avons reçu de nouvelles œuvres, dessinées
par Rob Henderson après avoir lu ce que nous avions écrit à propos de l’évolution de ses P-51A → D → J qui peut-être n’avait pas
produit un modèle D aussi joli que le J. Il nous expliqua qu’il avait
initialement suivi l’évolution véritable entre A et D mais que, « à
cause des dimensions de la caricature, le très haut fuselagearrière des premiers Mustangs avait donné au D ultérieur un air
bossu, ce qui était visuellement incorrect, quoique techniquement
correct ». Sa façon d’embellir le D fut différente de ce que nous
envisagions : au lieu de relever la queue, il a abaissé l’arrière de
la verrière, et c’est effectivement mieux. De cette façon, il a créé
« le lien naturel entre NA-73X/P-51C et P-51J » et conclu que sa
« nouvelle famille était maintenant complète ». Nous présentons
ici les 2 versions du P-51D qu’il nous a envoyées : sans prolongement de dérive (modèles P-51D-5 initiaux) ou avec (modèles
tardifs,
comme le P-51D20).
Nous ajoutons une explication visuelle du
chemin suivi dans
l’évolution de son
profil. Détail plaisant : le parebrise a changé
aussi, un angle
réduit produisant
un œil moins
froncé. Mignon…
Peut-être
que les ingénieurs prennent
(secrètement)
plaisir aussi à
peaufiner
leur
dessin encore et
encore. C’est la
magie que nous
cherchions : des
Mustangs pour le
plaisir…
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Pour clore le panorama des diversités dans la famille Mustang, la liste des couleurs portées n’est pas forcément liée au
nationalisme guerrier (cocardes) ou à un symbolisme agressif
(dents de requins…) : des maquettes P-51 camouflées pour mimer la mer, le sable, la forêt, la neige, constitueraient un joli dégradé dans un diorama d’île montagneuse. On peut aussi traiter
les maquettes en caméléons, posés sur une image colorée :
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Une autre diversité géographique s‘attache aux noms des
Mustangs. Toutefois, les codes bruts (P-/CA-/J. etc) sont peu
poétiques. Cependant, nous avons souri en découvrant le Mustang désigné avec des lettres prononcées Mikmahr par les nonrussophiles ; elles se lisent en fait Moustanng, plaisante variante
de notre Mustang, d’ailleurs déformé par beaucoup de francophones méconnaissant l’origine prononcée Me Stanng. Et puis
nos camarades toulousains disaient Mustangheu, tandis que les
leçons de lecture (sang-étang) suggéraient Mustan… Quant aux
Japonais, ils écrivent ce nom comme Moussoutanngou. Il semble
par ailleurs que certaines langues n’écrivent que les consonnes,
Mstng, et d’autres : que des syllabes, Musatanaga. Mais le plus
savoureux est l’écriture (arabe) de droite à gauche, rappelant
notre gnatsuM canard à direction opposée au sens dominant.
Gentille panoplie de différences, à collectionner
sans
inquisition
au
nom d’une orthodoxie sacrée
– et sans révolution terroriste
en
retour…
Mustangs, paix
et sourire sur
une
planète
bigarrée… Joli
bouquet
final,
non ?
Mais…
puisque
nous
aimons les variations, pourquoi nous être
focalisé sur un
avion et un
seul : le Mustang ?……
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION

X.TOFF
Foreword by Jean Barbaud

VIRTUAL MUSTANGS
Playing with the profile of
‘the most beautiful aircraft in the world’
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For my loving wife Emelyn…

FOREWORD
The P-51 and her protruding belly air-intake... For some, this
« pregnant flying-fish » does not possess the elegant charm of a Spitfire.
Though, the « Mustang » lines do excite some others enough to fall into
a spin!
The author presents here a book of North-American cooking:
ranging from insipid to spicy, with some sugar coated ones in between,
while without avoiding the less palatable ones, Xavier TOFF mixes this
particular “fish” with different sauces and, using his culinary skills, continues the feast up to the final smile.
Bon appetit!
Jean Barbaud

INTRODUCTION
Drawing page 4):
"Oh, no! Another book about Mustangs?! There are already 100 of
them..."
Yes, the North-American P-51 Mustang is the aircraft most loved
by aeronautical writers, but their review is always based on the fighting
principles (military or sportive), the victory element (during the Second
World War or in air races). Far away from that, there are a few unobtrusive dreamers, seeing the airplanes just as beautiful aerodynamic objects. And for some of them, aircraft profiles would be as pleasant without wings, for instance as land racers... This kind view is poetic, and free
from the realist rails that belong to serious Historians and Journalists. Let
us now have fun with the gathering and invention of dozens of new
Mustang derivatives... This is no ordinary book!
→ see land Mustang
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"It is stupid, it is loosing the sense of REALITY..."
Yes, this harmless dreaming falls outside the History celebration
rule, without the usual applause for the glorious war-birds that stopped
the nazi Holocaust. In order to escape punishment by the French law, we
must say: "Adolf Hitler did exist and he actually killed six millions of innocent Jews... but maybe airplanes, the Sun and myself have never
existed..." (like the French Buddhists, whose gentle phrase "all is illusion"
has become illegal, classified as criminal by demand of all the so-called
“intellectuals”...).
Besides, the rejection of History is not specific to those in denial:
some sensitive souls may judge that escorting the bombers that slaughtered Japanese or German women, and trying to drop napalm on Vietnamese villages, makes the history of the Mustang almost dirty, somehow. Moreover, the Pacific War was “a fight for the Western domination
upon yellow little ants” (and this author who is married to a Filipino girl
does not share this point of view). And the Vietnam war occurred to preserve the exploitation of the poor hard-workers by the rich and lazy heirs
(this is a principle that communism, theoretically good, should have discarded).
In this cruel world, there is still a need for cartoonists, that job that
we wanted to pursue when we were 8 years old – before turning to the
dream of becoming an aeronautical engineer to draw aircraft, that people
would build, sell and use, or not as the case may be. There is room for
everybody, we hope. Without feeling any guilt, let us just daydream quietly...

I. INSPIRED BUILDERS
Before creating anything, a useful first step is a bit of research.
The actual range of real-life variants helps provide a guide, showing
authorised modifications...
p6) In many aviation encyclopaedias, while attempting to display the
major variants, the Mustang is usually presented as just 4 “shapes”, to
show the extent of this family. Step by step, the little changes created
extremes bearing almost no resemblance to earlier examples.
The P-51A (or A-36 Apache), the first mass-produced version, had
no real original shape. Compared to the classic Spitfire or P-40 of this
time, her main outstanding feature was her belly air-intake and straight
fin, that would become a trademark for all the Mustangs.
On the P-51C, a fin extension and a curved canopy can also be
seen (on some models). The front air-intake has moved to the under side
of the nose.
The P-51D has the most famous silhouette among Mustangs, with
a bubble (or teardrop) canopy and a thin back. Simply magnificent...
Last major step, the P-82 Twin-Mustang’s major difference was the
twin-fuselage design (it is basically a double P-51, side by side), but her
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profile was also changed. The rear fuselage was increased in length and
the air intakes modified.
→ see North-American P-51A Mustang, P-51C, P-51D, P-82E TwinMustang
p7) Looking through the history books, we find more distant relatives.
They are often just projects or prototypes, but interesting none the less.
The initial project was the NA-73-00, in 1940. Compared to the P51A, she had a curved wind-screen, great for aerodynamics but optically
distorting... The air intake above the nose was smaller, resulting in a
smart looking profile. The belly scoop was also less protruding than on
production Mustangs. On the whole, this model was as elegant as a Spitfire.
The XP-51J design occurred long after that in the Mustang history.
She had a wonderful clean nose, without the air intake. This was a lightweight derivative, but her profile was rather bulky, the canopy and belly
scoop being lengthened.
Another variant is the single-seat version of the P-82 TwinMustang. Seldom presented in books, she stayed on the drawing board,
with no examples being built. The starboard fuselage would have been
inhabited (the cockpit being replaced by an additional tank). With her
canopy almost hidden, she looses much of her beauty. This is a lesson to
remember: canopies are a major part of the character of an aircraft (in
the same way that headlights bring the face of a car to life – but automobiles have a front face and a rear face, while the aircraft here have a
profile face…).
→ see N.A. light fighter, NA-73-00, XP-51J, single-seat & Zero-seat &
wind-tunnel model P-82
p8) After viewing these “standard” Mustangs, we may now introduce
some more amazing variants.
The RD-1410 is a freak, a late (1946?) project with forward swept
wings and a turbojet engine. The profile has also changed dramatically,
and it is difficult to see the Mustang in her. However, this is not the only
Jet-Mustang: some classic P-51Ds were fitted with ramjets at the wingtips, or pulsejets under the wing, but that did not change their profile.
Last strange Mustang: an ugly radial-engine model. Changing from
a narrow in line engine (liquid cooled) to a big radial engine (air cooled)
is not unconventional: the beautiful Kawasaki Ki-61 and Lavochkin
LaGG-3 of the same period were modified this way, becoming the Ki-100
and La-5 respectively. The principle involved is that inline engines are
aerodynamically thinner, but more fragile and less powerful than corresponding radial engines. Availability, cost and standardisation may also
be reasons to choose a radial or inline engine. Staying unknown for a
half century, this Mustang version was finally revealed in 2002, and acknowledged by experts. Considering the automatic rejection of our Whatif Ki-100-like radial Mustang of 1997, it seems ironic. Our crossing process is featured in the fourth chapter of this book, and it deserves some
attention, so...
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→ see RD-1410, Radial engine P-51, fiction P-51-100
p9) Another way to explore the Mustang family is looking at manufacturers other than North-American. The first external company who dealt with
the Mustang was the engine manufacturer Rolls-Royce (known around
the world as the builder of cars for billionaires…).
The Mustang family will be forever in debt to Rolls-Royce for its
Merlin engine (the same engine type as found in the famous Spitfire).
Built in America by Packard, it changed the dull P-51A into the winning
P-51B-C-D-H... But, before that, a Mustang Mark I (P-51A, NA-83) was
modified into a Mark X, with a big, ugly scoop under the propeller cone.
Producing limited results, the main goal of this feature was to prevent
overheating, its effect on the aerodynamics not really being considered...
Rolls-Royce then wanted to move the engine aft of the cockpit, as
on the famous P-39 Airacobra. With the main weight located upon the
centre of gravity, the handling characteristics would have been improved. Other qualities were foreseen, as the ease to install a big gun in
the nose, but we are not here to talk about such applications, sorry… The
Rolls-Royce FTB (Flying Test Bed) was a Mustang with such a configuration, with two contra-rotating propellers. The prototype was not completed.
Later, turbo-props were used on this project: engines P1 then the
B37 Derwent. The first used an ugly scoop under the nose, and the second: lateral air-intakes. On both types, a long exhaust pipe reaches the
tail.
→ see Rolls-Royce NA-83, FTB, P-1, B-37
p10) Long after the Rolls-Royce effort, other turbo-prop Mustangs have
been created, but without the forward canopy: their basis was the P-51D,
not the FTB. The first company involved was Cavalier Aircraft, during the
1950s and 60s. At first, old Mustang fighters were just transformed into
civilian two-seaters, named Cavalier 2000 (the bubble canopy was elongated, to accommodate the passenger aft of the pilot); but what is important for us is the final version: the Turbo-Mustang III. This one had a
turbo-prop, with all the air required taken in from the nose, whose design
was changed. In contrast to the Rolls-Royce models, she had no jet pipe
towards the tail: the burnt gases being ejected laterally, producing little
boost.
Then, in the 1970s and 80s, came the Piper Enforcer. She was
also a turbo-prop machine. The PE model was followed by the PA-48.
This machine did not reach success, as well as the Turbo-Mustang.
Finally came the Cameron P-51G Grand Mustang, a 100% scale
replica in plastic materials, with a turbo-prop, the false belly scoop being
a luggage compartment... Her canopy for two opened laterally, without
the usual sliding backwards.
The XNI-02 Kameleon was an exceptional design from Hungary,
with a Mustang fuselage (P-51A?), and almost identical tail fin. She was
quite a modern aircraft, with 2 jets in lateral pods, a W wing and a T tail.
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She could have been constructed in 1944 (if this is not an April fool's day
joke...). There is a plastic model available of her in the Unicraft collection.
→ see Cavalier III Turbo-Mustang, Piper PA-48/A-51 Enforcer, Cameron
Grand P-51G, XNI-02 Kameleon
p11) Several photographs show one-off derivatives, that have enriched
the Mustang family.
The first is a two-seat P-51B trainer, with the canopy increased aft.
Another modification, the P-51C Beguine had her belly air-intake
removed, and replaced by radiators at the wing tips. The goal was to
increase the maximum speed, but for us the result is not as pleasant as
the attractive original profile, maybe because of the reduced canopy.
Removal of the belly scoop also occurred on a P-51D, belonging
to Anson Johnson, the radiators being moved into the wing. The usual
(and ugly) little air-intake below the spinner was moved aft, but even this
improved nose was still less aesthetically pleasing than the XP-51J.
Once again, the reason for all these changes was an attempt at increasing the top speed.
Finally, we must show a F-51D transformed on Edwards Air Force
Base. This one, as a two-seater, had an enlarged canopy, even more
than the ones found on the Cavalier. A big aerial was also added on the
back of the rear fuselage.
Such unique models have no real historic importance of course,
but in our catalogue of shapes, they are as noticeable as main versions
being mass produced and glorified with military fame. Though, these new
ones are not very beautiful…
→ see P-51B trainer, P-51C Beguine, Anson Johnson P-51D, TF-51D
Edwards
p12) Many Mustangs have been transformed for air races, with a canopy
of reduced height, to let the airflow pass more easily.
On the Traveller Chance III, the wind-screen was unchanged from
a normal P-51D, but the main canopy was cut down, loosing its bubble
shape to merge seamlessly into the profile.
There is still a bubble on the Georgia Mae, but here all is flattened:
wind-screen and main canopy.
The canopy on Gee Gee II was flattened to the point where her
bubble completely disappeared.
Then, Miss Candace gave up any rear view. Of course, there were
no more enemies to find out in the sky, but there were still competitors to
watch out for (due to the risk of a mid-air collision).
Air races made P-51s become young and brilliant again, more
than a half century after the Second World War. Fortunately this glory is
less brutal than the one achieved in air combat, but we admit that somehow the evil Nazis had to be stopped by force… Talking about ‘victories’
for ‘kills’ is rather morbid anyway – sometimes, good men have to kill
very bad men, maybe it should be done sadly, not in a manner of triumph or celebration. Even sport admiration for the race winners is a
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problem for Christians: we have been told “happy the poor and the losers”…
→ see Traveller Chance III, Georgia Mae, Gee Gee II, Miss Candace
p13) On the Wayferers Club Lady, there is still a bubble, but extremely
small. The pilot was probably blind in such an aircraft.
Miss Foxy Lady is different. There is no longer a separate windscreen and the canopy is faired into a new spine.
On the Stiletto, the belly scoop is removed (replaced by intakes in
the wing) and a microscopic canopy is faired inside a normal P-51D
spine.
At last, there is the Harkey (or Horkey) Twin-Mustang-Racer. We
have found just a single drawing of it, seen from above, and thus our
profile view is provisional. With this aircraft, we cease with a constant
scale in our illustrations (it was fine to compare P-51 and P-82, but now
we will have several very small or big aircraft to show). This cancelled
project, dating from 1995, introduced a ¾ scale replica of the TwinMustang, a single-seater with swept wings and tailplanes. The fuselages
would have been very near one another, with the port one brought forward a little, for the propellers not to collide. Bringing the twin airscrews
closer is a rather strange idea for a racer – because if in a race and one
engine fails, there is no need to deal properly with asymmetry, you just
drop out… Maybe the reason was in an improved total air flow (?).
→ see Wayferers Club Lady, Miss Foxy Lady, Stiletto, Harkey TwinMustang-Racer
p14) In a class of their own are the Griffon Mustangs, using the engine of
the late Spitfires. These Mustangs have a bigger fin to counter-balance
the huge torque created by this very powerful device (4,000 horse-power,
compared to 1,500 on a normal P-51D…). And to help neutralise this
dangerously imbalance, they often require a contra-rotating dual propeller. And, for some reason, they keep their big fin after that, even if it is
no longer necessary.
The Red Baron became famous, breaking a world speed record.
She was the very first machine to reach 800 km/h (500 mph) without jet
propulsion. Of course, this is not much compared to the 8,000 km/h
(5,000 mph) of stratospheric rockets (X-15, Shuttle), but this is very high
for aircraft milling thick air…
The World-Jet, with the new name Precious Metal, even reached
865 km/h (540 mph), before crashing in 1990.
The third Griffon Mustang is the thin looking Miss Ashley II. She
used the wings and tailplane from a transonic business Learjet, as did
the previous Dilly 1001 Vendetta / Learstang. The name “Lear-Stang” or
“Must-Lear”, brought about by mixing Mustang and Learjet parts, is a
good idea, and we will use it in our combination 4th chapter.
Unfortunately, Miss Ashley II exploded during a 1999 flight, killing
her pilot… We will not say that it was a sin against Mother Nature to
create such an hybrid aircraft – we will do even worse… – but this idea
could have stayed quietly and safely on paper.
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→ see Red Baron 75, Precious Metal, Miss Ashley II
p15) Some intermediate cases may be added to our list, as references
for the forthcoming pages. The first one is the very first prototype: NA73-X. She used the curved wind-screen of the NA-73-00 design, but the
belly scoop was already as big as that on the P-51A.
Among the important models, we must add the P-51B without the
Malcolm hood nor fin extension (this extension was not fitted on all the
P-51Cs and Ds either).
Then, we must show the first lightened P-51 project, forerunner to
the XP-51J, with a hideous rear view and a worse looking nose. The XP51F and G will not be illustrated here: they are simply a mix between this
lightweight and the XP-51J (long bubble canopy).
We must include the P-51H, as a drawing. She was a major derivative of the classic Mustang, the very best according to the Army – but
she was developed too late in 1945 to see action (and obsolete later for
Korea). Her fin had an increase in height, and she belonged to the lightweight sub-family, as can be seen by her long belly scoop, even if she
did use the short canopy of the P-51D. This was the last step in the P-51
history: after the P-51H and J, the K kept the shape of the D (as well as
the E), and the L/M/N looked like this H model.
Last but not least, let us present the P-82B Twin-Mustang, which
was rather close to the P-51H (the P-82E of page 6 was less similar).
Here then, are all the beautiful Mustang family illustrated, for our
purist readers. Enough of serious matters, let’s talk about something
else…
→ see NA-73X, P-51B, lightweight P-51, P-51H, P-82B

II. HANDYMEN AND ARTISTS
Far from real aircraft intended to kill (kill the evil, though), there
were some very peaceful Mustangs, very small or just on paper…
p16) Enthusiast pilots wanting to own a replica of the famous Mustang
fighter often choose a reduced scale. Without heavy guns nor huge fuel
tanks to carry, a leisure aircraft can be small. And if we divide all dimensions by 2, in a 3-dimensional world, we divide by 8 (23) the volumes,
weights, required power, and costs... But the selected engine is never a
smaller Merlin, and thus the replica nose shape is often different from
the original. And to retain some comfort, the little aircraft often use a
normal cockpit, rather than one reduced in size, and so the relative size
of the canopy is usually increased. On our related drawings, there is no
scale unity – compared to the real P-51, the actual scale is in the 50% 80% window (1/2 – 4/5).
The main providers of plans, for these home-built replicas, are:
Falconar, Fighter-Escort-Wings, Fisher-Von-Norman, Jurca, Loehle,
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Meyer, SAL, Stewart, Thunder-Builders, Titan, Venture, WAR. Their
model names are not original (most often P-51 or Mustang), but some
have more personality: Stewart S-51, Titan T-51. There is also the funny
Jurca Gnatsum (gnatsuM being Mustang read in reverse direction)…
Finally, the Loehle 5151 uses the ideal name for the Twin-Mustang (even
if she was called Pursuit-82, then Fighter-82, by a procedural administration…).
→ see WAR P-51, Titan T-51, Loehle 5151, Falconar MJ-7, Jurca MJ-77,
Baker P-51
p17) Without a pilot aboard, some aircraft do fly remotely controlled. In
this field, famous aircraft copies are common. After building a proof-ofprinciple basic prototype, many builders turned it into a P-51D, with a
false bubble canopy, a false belly scoop, a rather-square fin, and thus a
very famous Mustang name… The reasons for this commercial appeal
may be dubious (make the boys having fun playing war?), but this provides us with plenty of new Mustang shapes.
On the Internet, we have found a lot of little electric-powered P-51,
under the labels CAB-Designs, Candy-Man, DJ-Aerotech, ElectricPowered-Products, Herr, Hobby-Lobby, JK-Aerotech, Marty's-Hobbies,
Mid-Am, Model-Electronics-Corporation, Pica, Pico-kits, Punctilio-ModelSpot, Slow-and-Park-Flyers... This is just a sample from pictures, as
documents about Electric Mustangs are available in thousands, and we
did not explore them all.
The scale of electric Mustangs seems to focus on the 20% - 5%
window (1/5 – 1/20), which means a span of 2 m – 50 cm (7 ft – 1.5 ft),
the real Mustang reaching 11 m (35 ft).
→ see CAB-Designs P-51, JK-Aerotech P51D, DJ-Aerotech Mustang,
Herr-kits P-51, Hobby-Lobby Profile-Mustang
p18) Without electric power, there are also some nice little Mustangs,
flying. The Four-Pi Fun Fighter is a 1/9 (11%) P-51 model, with a tiny
petrol engine, and the GP P51 Profile of the Phantom Flyers RC Club
seems similar. On contrast, the Stick-and-Rudder Sky Fighter is a 1/40
(2%) rubber-powered model.
Then without the magic of flight, there are of course the “desktop”
scale models. And this is important: the total number of 1/72nd-scale P51s that have been built is probably far-higher than the number of real
Mustangs (in excess of 15,000). First, there are some die cast models,
ready to display. But the main part is made of build-it-yourself plastic
kits, with brand names including Matchbox, Airfix, Heller, Revell, Frog,
Monogram, Rareplanes, etc. Modelling was, in the past, the main hobby
of quiet boys. Thus, the Mustang was only an object of beauty, related to
a popular pastime, with little or no connection to the air battles that
raised her to the catalogues of available kits… This has been our personal road towards the Mustang. The scale of these models was ranging
in the 1/24 – 1/144 window (4% - 0.7%) and, now, we find a huge drawback in them: they were accurate! Of course, in the modelling maga-
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zines, some tedious experts were picking about every little fault of the
commercial products, details that we find completely negligible.
Last fun source: the 3-dimensional computer images (virtual models) devoted to famous old aircraft, involved in video games (playing
war…). A perfect reproduction requires a huge amount of work, which
some companies choose to simplify. And this gives birth to new Mustangs – such as the raw P-51MX included in the Corel Draw 6/ Dream 6
software appendices.
→ see Four-Pi Fun Fighter, Al Bone GP P51 Profile, Stick-and-Rudder
Sky Fighter, Corel P51_MX.d3d
p19) On the contrary to imperfect tries to copy a complicated machine,
some replicas are deliberately different from the original. This happens in
the artistic world, where some light-hearted drawings are more personalised, cuter, than the actual machine they are depicting.
Our idol among these talents is Jean Barbaud, whose books 100%
Pur zing and Gueules de zings stand as a reference. He has drawn several Mustangs of different types (mainly P-51D and B), in the Fana de
l’Aviation magazine, but they are oblique views, difficult to interpret for
establishing a profile. Anyway, we show here two views of his P-51D,
fortunately drawn as profiles.
For the belly scoop, we have used one of our drawing rules for this
book: we ignore the slight distance between the air-intake and the fuselage (a distance which is very much exaggerated in most caricatures). As
a whole, these shapes are more bulbous than the original, and the result
is lovely…
Chris Wren’s drawings (mainly in The Aeroplane Spotter) are different: they treat the aircraft as someone. The canopy (or the windscreen) becomes an eye, and the nose is a real nose, with a nostril! One
drawing even displays a sad-looking Mustang (?), with the nose directed
below and an eyebrow expressing disappointment.
As a conclusion, writing a book about the P-51 without any history
in it does not lean towards the boring technical details, the subject of
shape and form is pleasant enough…
→ see Jean Barbaud P-51Ds, Chris Wren P-51Ds
p20) Apart from humorous drawings on paper, there is a small element
in model making devoted to caricatures. The most famous collection of
such kits is the Hasegawa egg-planes family. Alas, there is no Mustang
included…
Anyway, a similar principle was featured in a 1981 Bandai kit. It
depicted an aircraft from the Dr Slump cartoon.
Surfing on the Internet, searching for other cartoon-Mustangs, we
found an interesting object. An artist named Glenn S. Bloom had drawn a
small model with a firing engine, from the Reno P-51D Miss America
(and that was hidden in some Helicopter Page). We present her here
without her protruding engine – this was a funny detail, but it complicates
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the comparison with the original, and the general modification of the
lines is plenty enough for us.
Other fine transformation: the P-51D drawn by Steven Muñoz, on
another surprising web site (the religious Officer’s Christian Fellowship).
This one looks a lot like the real P-51D, but she is pleasantly slimmer. It
seems this is not a funny caricature, but this is beautiful anyway. For us,
this creation of a Mustang even more attractive than that in reality is an
invitation to dream of a better world, which we gladly accept.
→ see Bandai P-51 Dr Slump, Glenn Bloom Miss America, Steven
Muñoz P-51D
p21) The famous Jean Barbaud has been very gracious in responding to
our questions. He mentioned, and then passed on a Mustang caricature
drawn by Bill Campbell in the autumn 1997 issue of Aviation Art. This
one became the source of a plastic model (but not a commercial kit, it
seems). This Aero-toon used a huge canopy – a device to cover a funny
big pilot. Becoming a plastic model, this Mustang was a little more sober,
but still with a sympathetic big eye.
Then, while surfing the Internet all over for the Revell kit called
“Lieutenant Rif-Raf Spitfire” (a caricature too), we discovered a P-51
project of the same family, which failed to become a commercial kit. It
belongs to the Deal’s Wheels series, presented by Tres Wright.
We also found on the Internet the drawings of Keith Krasnowski
(Kraz Toons), that are almost as rich as Jean Barbaud’s: they include a
lot of P-51s, but most of them are Reno racers, for which there is no
unique reference. Concerning the few classic P-51Ds involved, they are
sadly not profile drawings. Anyway, from miscellaneous sources, we tried
to draw what could have been a Kraz P-51D profile. And Keith Krasnowski, very kindly confirmed that he would have drawn her almost the
same.
→ see Bill Campbell P-51D, Bill Campbell plastic P-51D, Dave Deal P51D, Keith Krasnowski Mustang racer & P-51D
p22) Looking on the Internet for Mustang caricatures, we found a wonderful site devoted to aircraft caricatures: Chocks Away
(www.chocks.co.uk). Surprisingly, it was focused on profile drawings, in
spite of the artistic common search for maximum freedom, without
rules… Out of curiosity, we wrote a letter, asking if they had a Mustang in
their old archives. They replied with a very friendly email – the answer
was “No”, but it was the beginning of a pleasant story… From this contact, we had the opportunity to meet the young British artist Rob
Henderson. He said he had never drawn a Mustang but he was willing to
give it a go. Thus we ordered 3 profiles (P-51B/D/J) from him, but he
enjoyed working with the Mustang so much that he drew a further 10
examples, featuring different variants… See now on his web site
(www.caricature aircraftpictures.com). Passion for the Mustang seems to
be contagious, and that means the present book may find some success
after all – we thought that it would be fun to write but that no reader
would be interested…
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Note that Rob had never heard of Jean Barbaud, so the Master
does not inspire his creations. They are similar in some ways, but that is
probably due to the principle of aeronautic caricature: emphasising the
main parts of an aircraft (canopy, fin, nose).
→ see Rob Henderson P-51A, P-51C, P-51D
p23) Apart of the famous P-51A/C/D (Mustang Mark I/III/IV for the British), Rob Henderson drew for us the attractive prototypes NA-73X and
XP-51J, as well as the P-82E. All of them are so cute… aren’t they?
We can note that the XP-51J here has a raised up tail and a more
horizontal back than the P-51D caricature. Probably, the P-51D would
have been very similar if Rob’s order of drawing had been J/D/A, but as
it has been A/D/J, it went differently. This is artistic hazard (and freedom)…
For the potential clients of Caricature Aircraft Pictures, we must
add that we only took the general shapes from the supplied drawings.
Rob’s quality standard is very far above what is shown here: his airplanes feature exhaust pipes, skin panels, aerials, armament, etc. Experts, without doubt, will also enjoy such wonderful work. We show this
better on page 83.
Contrary to our sensitive logic, Rob’s drawings feature military
markings and weapons. Of course this is less dreamy than our approach,
and Rob must produce what his clients request, but we judge his work as
great anyway. Besides, it is so wonderful to share a common passion
that it would be foolish to argue about opinions, with a narrow and moralising state of mind. We feel guilty for loving a war plane, if others do
not feel this uncomfortable contradiction (lover/killer) then they are more
fortunate than us.
→ see Rob Henderson NA-73X, XP-51J, P-82E
p24) As Rob Henderson enjoyed drawing the Mustangs, we asked him
for more work, producing further caricatures of the main Mustang derivatives. Fortunately for us he agreed without viewing the work as repetitive
or boring.
So came an artistic Red Baron, while the fat Radial Mustang is
nicely depicted here as cute and ridiculous all at once. Concerning the
FTB, the caricature changes her appearance completely: we recognise
her instantly, but she is far more beautiful than her real model. Congratulations to the artist!
These drawings are copied here with the authorisation of their
author, and we are very happy of this exclusive allowance. As a return,
let
us
happily
recommend
Rob’s
products
(remember:
www.caricatureaircraftpictures.com on the Internet – what a great idea
for next Christmas!), hoping this little book will reach a lot of aviation
enthusiasts, somehow. A French-British friendship occurred thanks to the
Mustang, and this is one more remarkable page in the story of this glorious aircraft…
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Here is the last stone that we bring to the external monument for
the Mustang, before showing our personal affair with her… Even without
a talent, we could create many variants, and thus enrich the P-51 story.
→ see Rob Henderson Red Baron, Radial Mustang, FTB

III. MISSING LINKS
P25) Before freely inventing and extrapolating, it seems wise to carefully
combine some basic elements to produce new designs. Why should the
professional designers be the only ones to test and create? Self-taught
individuals, free from the constraints of serious details and limitations,
could also try – as long as their delirious paper-based inventions are not
turned into real machines, which would endanger the lives of brave test
pilots…
The first item is to make the beautiful nose of the XP-51J a common part of the whole Mustang family. And if someone mentions a little
detail like the required intake of air for combustion and cooling, let us
answer that our Mustangs have an air-intake on the port side of the nose,
invisible for us…
Then, we can go one step further: discard the real engine, which is
too big for a nose at its best. The propeller, immobile, will rotate again
simply by remembering that it was rotating in the past, and this is not
more ludicrous than the water memory depicted in France to explain
efficiency of homeopathic dried pills…
Seriously though, let us imagine an actual Mustang glider. Well,
this is almost serious: the MXY6 and 8 gliders of the time were engineless copies of the canard Shinden and tail-less Shusui (they required
more specialised training than the P-51 though…). And if someone asks
why is there a belly scoop on a glider, well, let us explain that it is providing air conditioning for the pilot…
→ see Lateral port NA-73-00/P-51C/P-51D, Homeopathic P-51D, Glider
P-51D
p26) Keeping the Mustang belly scoop as a generic trademark for this
family may have been wrong. Many pilots have longed for the removal of
this part, and they had a good reason for that: if their engine stopped
while flying over the immense Pacific Ocean, in 1944-45, they were very
concerned about the prospect of ditching in the water, with a possible
violent stop followed by immediate sinking of the P-51 – unlike the gentle
touch-down and deceleration of (for example) a P-39 with smooth belly…
Well, let us imagine a dorsal scoop on the Mustang. This drastically alters the harmonious shape of the P-51D, and the initial reaction is
not too pleasant – but it’s something we could eventually become accustomed to. Of course, now the canopy will have to open laterally, being unable to slide to the rear. One problem is that pilots bailing out of
such an aircraft on fire may be fatally engulfed by this dorsal scoop; an
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ejector seat would be preferable, but this item was as good as sciencefiction in the early 40s.
If we use this dorsal scoop on a P-51B (or A or C) with a big back,
the result turns extremely ugly. Such a crime against beauty cannot be
tolerated… so let us discard this dorsal scoop without further discussion.
We will not build a whole parallel Mustang family with dorsal scoop –
even for fun: the results are not pleasant!
So we come back, as for the nose air-intake, to the choice of lateral scoops. This way, the profile is slim, but she no longer looks like a
Mustang anymore, and she has lost her beauty.
→ see Dorsal P-51D & FTB & Wayferers Club & P-51B, Lateral P-51D
p27) It is unfortunate that the Mustang story is divided in 2 parts: the P51 then the P-82. If the Merlin P-51 (B/C/D/H) could have been called P78, then that would have made the story more linear. Of course, away
from our focus on profiles, single-fuselage Mustangs and doublefuselage Twin-Mustangs are very different. Moreover: the Mustang designer said that the P-82 was absolutely not a doubled derivative of the
P-51 (the way all the historians have always described her), but a derivative of the original twin-fuselage Schmued-Beeman-Balfour (then
RD-1120) – using simply the features validated on the Mustang, such as
belly scoop, bubble canopy, etc.
Keeping with profiles, the rather big difference between the P-51D
and the P-82E was less noticeable between P-51H and P-82B. We can
bring them even closer, doubling the P-51H without any lengthening, to
illustrate the initial XP-82 project as the historians imagined (maybe the
Marketing department of the manufacturer sold it this way: “not new,
almost no delay, no risk of failure”…). We draw her here as a singleseater. And we add a vertical double (over and under instead of side by
side), a biplane Mustang… Of course, access for the pilot would not
have been easy… but in order to reject a configuration, it is necessary to
see it displayed in full.
Other intermediate version: the P-51H could have been lengthened like a P-82 to improve handling, thanks to more efficient tailplane
and rudder. In the opposite direction, the P-82 could have been as short
as a P-51.
→ see Twin-fuselage P-51H, Vertical Twin P-51H, Long P-51H, Short P82B
p28) Way before the P-51H and P-82, there was already an uncomfortable transition when the P-51C became D: huge changes occurred with
the canopy, the improvement of all-around view was welcome but we do
not understand why the windscreen and lower part of the canopy were
changed at the same time. Panoramic bird-cages may be enough to see
all around. From the initial project, NA-73-00, we get smooth attractive
lines adding to the parabolic wind-screen a similar rear canopy. From a
Malcolm hood P-51C, the same change provides very different lines,
closer to a P-51D. The results prompt the question why such a model did
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not come from North American designers. If the users required some
panoramic canopy, this was the simplest answer. This would have required less new parts and tools, a lower price with faster production as a
result. So, the creation of the P-51D, as she was designed, remains a
curious matter. Designers sometimes come up with the strangest of
ideas, but we will not frown upon them for that – will just do the same,
and even worse…
And even if a clear bubble was required, there was no need to
invent so much. An easier solution was possible.
→ see Panoramic NA-73-00 & P-51C, Bubble NA-73-00 & P-51C
p29) Protruding canopies make the airflow whirl round, and that produces bad aerodynamic drag. So, after the panoramic canopy choice,
some improvement may have been necessary. Some P-51D racers featured a canopy faired in the back fuselage, but it is possible to reach
such a goal without a microscopic canopy.
Taking the P-51D as a basis, smoothing the canopy and the back
produces a beautiful result, with pure lines. It is amazing that we had to
fantasise to produce such a model. This is the one that North American
should have built, avoiding the 30 km/h (20 mph) loss in top speed after
the fast P-51C…
From the XP-51J, with a long canopy, the same provides some
symmetry, the belly scoop and the back having a similar shape and size.
The French manufacturer Marcel Dassault said that the most
beautiful aircraft are also the best ones… There is a relation between
aerodynamic thinness and aesthetics. That is why the Mustang does not
only seduce historians and military enthusiasts. The only problem is that,
between various enthusiasts, the beauty searchers are judged as black
sheep having made the right choice for some wrong reason…
→ see Smoothed P-51D, XP-51J, P-82E, Wayferers Club Lady
p30) On the contrary, we could have provided the aerodynamic first designs (featuring faired canopies) with rear view, using a transparent back.
With initial models, NA-73, the result is well balanced, and it is
rather surprising that it is only fictional. Experts would say that one must
not forget the radio, but we modellers could argue for discarding it entirely… And if we are told that, with such a stupid logic, we could also
discard the pilot – well, let us admit it: the Mustang of our dreams features a big and pretty canopy, without anybody inside… And also she
does not fly, she is just a piece of art. Facing probable shouts of dismay
from the purists, we will have to conclude that abstract art is just difficult
to understand…
An entirely glazed back can almost be seen on the very real Brewster Buffalo. And if we don’t take Buffalos as a guide in the fourth chapter, it is just because they had an ugly big nose, not because they were
ingloriously slaughtered from the sky without glory, poor Buffalos… Seriously though, the provision for fuel tanks would have been reduced if the
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rear had been devoted to unrestricted vision, and so this was not a good
idea, even if it did produce a pleasant effect… Sorry.
→ see Glazed NA-73-00, NA-73X, P-51B, P-51C
p31) Increasing the canopy size is important, because – remembering
Chris Wren’s drawings – aircraft profiles may be viewed as animal faces
(nice doggies?) with canopies as eyes, and faces with bigger eyes are
usually preferred… See Mickey Mouse’s evolution, from the beginning to
present day (as depicted by the scientist Stephen Jay Gould): Mickey’s
look tended to be more and more like his lovely nephews’, with a big
head and big eyes. So we can glaze a fair proportion of the models that
are much too solid and metallic. Their profiles will then be more personalised, more childish…
The first one to deserve such a conversion is the lightweight project whose canopy consisted of just a tiny transparency.
Concerning the P-51D, we had built a Heller model kit with an alltransparent canopy, including its framework (to be painted), and letting it
all in raw Plexiglas produced pleasant results. This was our first experience in improving the looks of the Mustang.
The XP-51J with long canopy is also improved, and her bulky silhouette becomes better shaped.
The Gee Gee II racer, with a canopy that is flattened far too much,
becomes almost human when her canopy lower section is increased. And
for Miss Foxy Lady, we went further, creating a new big canopy (P-51Clike) under the profile line – with a gorgeous result.
Glory to Mustang babies with big eyes… And thanks Mickey
Mouse!
→ see Glazed lightweight P-51, P-51D, XP-51J, Gee Gee II, Miss Foxy
Lady
p32) Still on the subject of canopies, let us remember that the FTB utilised a forward cockpit. Too far forward maybe, and ugly too. But it may
be useful to test a slight move forward of the canopy. This can be done
through two-seaters with the new cockpit in front of the normal one.
Thinking about the unpleasantly short nose of the FTB, we will keep the
nose unchanged, and thus we will lengthen the fuselage a little forward to
compensate for the inclusion of a new cockpit. From the P-51B, this process produces a well-balanced aircraft. Then, we can remove the old
cockpit (now rear cockpit) to create a new single-seater. Surprisingly,
there is no visual problem about balance, and such a design could have
been real, to make room for an additional big tank, providing the Mustang family with a very long-range model (a role taken by the TwinMustang, through a different approach). Anyway, to improve the balance,
the best is drawing a three-seater, with some addition fore and aft. Seriously…
From a P-51D, it is obvious that simply some canopy enlargement
can create a three-seater. For this, we will use a 150% ratio – rearwards
(to allow for the nose mounted engine?). This figure is not taken at ran-
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dom: it has a meaning for modellers, as it is simply using a standard
1/48th canopy on a standard 1/72nd model. Looking good…
→ see Forward two-seat P-51B short nose/ long nose, Forward P-51B,
Three-seat P-51B, TTF-51D, Three-seat P-51D, P-51D 72nd/48th
p33) To create new models, we can enrich the P-51D family with derivatives using canopies coming from elsewhere… For that, we have borrowed parts from the very special Mustangs RD-1410 and FTBs. Their
canopies featured a raising underside, and to adapt them, we have two
solutions: either modifying the back to reach the new canopy, or turning
slightly this canopy to touch the old spine. And just clicking on a mouse,
without manufacturing any prototype, can create all that. Besides, the
FTBs and RD-1410 have never been real aircraft, so their canopies were
not available as parts to use – that would have been a good reason to do
it, but here it is just fantasy… Among our What-if designs, they are not
absurd – or at least: no more absurd than the others…
Also, we could have placed on the P-51D bubble-canopies of Spitfire, Thunderbolt and others. At least that would have been possible in
the 4th chapter, but we will select the opposite direction: put Mustang
canopies on other aircraft…
→ see Adapted P-51D/FTB, P-51D/B37, P-51D/1410; Rotated P51D/FTB, P-51D/B37, P-51D/1410
p34) Instead of using special canopies on a classic P-51D, we can try the
opposite: installing the normal canopy on peculiar types or old types. The
result is rather striking: all these Mustangs fit far better in the P-51D/P-82
family, thanks to this little change. This confirms that the canopy is the
very central part of an aircraft, at first glance.
Doing that adaptation has not been easy: to respect the P-51D
canopy as it was, we decided first not to rotate it. On the FTB, the rear
part was then completely flat, ugly (for the engine, there was no problem,
using the small Ranger type of these days). On the B 37, the rear part of
the canopy was below the tailplane, so there was a need for a rising jet
pipe, rather unbelievable… For the RD-1410, there was no space anymore for tanks. So we decided to rotate some canopies.
Another question concerned scale: was it better to install the
genuine P-51D canopy on the other machines (or projects) or increase/decrease the size of the P-51D canopy to match the canopy size
on each derivative? We have chosen the latter, concerning bubble or
almost-bubble models, and that produced interesting intermediates between P-51D and Red Baron, Wayferers Club Lady... For the very big P82, we adjusted also the canopy size (P-8251D) but also tried a P-51D
canopy on a P-82 reduced to have the same length as a P-51D (8251D’),
providing us with a big canopy, pretty…
→ see NA-73-00D, P-51AD, FTB-51D, B-51D, RD-51D, RB-51D, WCL51D, P-8251D, P-8251D’
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p35) Just as we did previously with the P-51D canopy, we can imagine a
whole Mustang family with the canopy of the first originals. If the P-51D
had not existed, the P-82 and the others would not have been bubble
types. They would have been good looking and fast, but the story would
have been different, and maybe this book would not have been written,
60 years later…
Not surprisingly, the NA-73-00 route gives birth to a real family,
and the same could have been done with the P-51A or C.
The P-82 is very special: her spine appears as perfectly shaped to
match the older canopy . Unfortunately, this rather logical aircraft never
existed – we are not saying that in respect of military users (no need of
this different model), but simply because in Reality it would have provided us with a great complementary model kit! In a similar way to the
single P-51s with or without a bubble canopy, we would have double P51s to match. A well proportioned display.
With the FTB and RD-1410, the situation is different: there is
enough room to easily adapt a wider rear fuselage, without precise
alignment. Moreover, the rising canopies of these models were a first
step toward a smoother line.
Anyway, the Mustang family would have been very rich even without bubbles. But, as with the Spitfires, most of this aircraft’s charm
comes from the variation between faired and bubble-types.
→ see P-82-00, XP-51J-00, FTB-00, RD-00, RB-51-00, Stiletto-00
p36) One lesson that we got from caricatures was the discovery that a
reduced back provides a very cute result. When we think about it, this
seems rather logical: the back does not add anything to the face beauty,
and it is better to be removed.
To achieve such a result, we can use the already reduced back of
the real P-51B trainer. As soon as the second cockpit is installed, aft, the
aircraft can turn back into a single-seater, discarding the original forward
seat. This is not completely crazy.
But using an existing trainer is not necessary to allow such an
evolution, within this iconoclastic book: let us go further… For instance,
we can reduce the back by 50%, without hesitation. This is done here on
a P-51B basis, once again – later we will see the D model. Well, we must
now decide how to operate. Will we move the canopy backward horizontally or obliquely? Going down to the tail has a drawback: the bottom
of the wind-screen might fall below the top of the spinner, creating a
rising line for the forward fuselage with ugly results (plus the pilot would
be blinded). So, let us move the canopy horizontally, changing the back
shape to fit, with an increased slope. The result looks like a powerful
racer – maybe this is due to the long nose, where we imagine a huge
supercharged engine. Anyway, if we had used a shorter back (P-51C) or
longer (FTB), this 50%-reduction recipe would have brought less dramatic effects.
→ see P-51B single-seater from two-seater, P-51B reduced back 50%
tail-direction & truncated & horizontal, P-51C & FTB 50% horizontal
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p37) With a bubble canopy for tandem seats, like on the Cavalier and
TF-51, it is difficult to remove the front seat in the way we did with the P51B trainer. The bubble would be distorted awfully. Anyway, when we
see the bubble canopy opened (slid backwards), we would like to be able
to close it by moving the windscreen backward too! Of course, this is
almost impossible in reality – the control location cannot be changed on
a whim, that is far too complicated to do. But on our computer, we just
need to click on the windscreen and drag the mouse… This backwards
trend provides us with a beautiful result, looking like a powerful racer.
Using the XP-51J as a basis, the same process brings a less harmonious
result; it is possible this is related to the fuselage spine disappearing here
– maybe the Mustang beauty is a precise compromise of shapes, something we may not be able to improve upon.
By the way, in order to reduce the rear fuselage, there was no
need to move the canopy rearwards (thus lengthening the nose), it is
also possible to move the tail forward. Of course, the feeling of a souped
up racer disappears as the nose is returned to normal. However, we get
a nice condensed Mustang, using just the important parts of the silhouette (see the reference on page 6). Small little plane, but strong looking…
→ see Rear-single-seater TF–51D; Canopy backward P-51D /XP-51J
/Wayferers Club Lady; Tail forward P-51D
p38) As we enjoyed moving the P-51D tail forwards, we can do the same
for all the others. But for the first types, it is more complicated, as their
canopies opened laterally up and down. Here, we must imagine a different way to open backwards, and then push the tail forward to produce a
similar movement towards one another… Of course, on the models without a bubble (from NA-73 to P-51C), moving the tail is not only shortening, this is a silhouette change. But the beauty of the result may comfort
us – maybe shortening the back is the secret of a beautiful aircraft. And
this discovery is a great joy for us. At last, we have found the secret of
the cute aircraft… Wonderful!
→ see Tail forward XP-51J/P-51C/NA-73X/P-82E/Wayferers Club Lady;
Tail & wing forward Wayferers Club Lady
p39) On caricatures, we noticed a lovely bulbous aspect. As with a
shortened back, this could be a nice recipe to use for all the Mustang
family. Here, we have decided to use heights 150% (=72/48). Modellers
would find awkward, because of differing widths, to create a 48th/72nd
half-breed…but increasing profile heights is easy with a computer: Vertical scale: 150%, Enter, and it is done!
Using a very simple procedure, we have created a family of lovely
cartoon designs, without any artistic talent…
Of course, this transformation may not always be wise: we have
shown Mustang racers that tried to flatten down their canopies, as much
as possible (and sometimes even more…), while here we raise them up.
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Thus aerodynamic performance is not improved. But it is just for paper
aircraft… their performances in speed or fuel consumption are no real
concern, as they don’t really fly. There is no enemy or rival to overcome,
just a roving eye to seduce… And visually, the increased angle of the
windscreen gives a friendlier expression, a softer look, and that may
explain why we may feel a fondness for these new variants…
→ see Compact NA-73-00, P-51C, P-51D, P-82E, XP-51J
p40) It was nice to increase heights, but why have we chosen 150%? We
should show the other possibilities. If a 5,000% figure would create monsters, of course, the limit might be the number that transforms the long
planes into bowls, as high as they are long. The P-51 has a
Length/Height (L/H) ratio of 350% (in flight line, with undercarriage up),
and this is the factor to apply to fill a square area with a Mustang profile.
These Mustang-bowls are funny, but they are not pretty. The ideal shape
is difficult to reach, and it seems there is no law, no magic rule, to follow.
However, some old wise men were professing that the esthetical Truth is
located in the Holy Proportion, the Gold Number, ideal ratio for Harmony
in this World:
x²=1+x

⇒x=

1+ 5
= 162% precisely…
2

And we could, as did the church builders of the old times, religiously use this 162% figure instead of our very near 150%. But this would
be wrong: if the perfect rectangle features a 162% L/H ratio, there is no
relation with the factor to transform the P-51, coming from 350%… To
reach the 162% holy ratio on a Mustang, we must increase heights by
220% (350/162 = 2.2)… And the result is convincing: these Mustangs are
harmonious indeed… All thanks to the old ones, but sadly for us, this is
no longer a personal invention.
→ see P-51D 5,000%; Bowl NA-73X/P-51C/P-51D/XP-51J; Holy NA73X/P-51C/P-51D/XP-51J
P41) Two recipes brought us close to the nice caricatures of Jean Barbaud (or those of Rob Henderson, but we had already performed this
analysis when we discovered the work of this second artist): moving the
tail forward and increasing heights. Now it is rather natural to try these
two processes together. And as we move the tail forward, reducing
length, increasing heights by our personal 150% ratio would bring us
closer to the perfect golden shape (L/H measured here is not 162% but
220% better than the previous 235% = 350%/150%). All the family can
be treated this way, providing us with a new breed, a line of cute Mustangs… The computer, when properly used, mass-produces caricatures,
in a few seconds. There, we have invented something… Let us hope that
others will do the same with various types: Spitfire and Messerschmitt,
but also Mirage and F-16, Airbus and Boeing, etc. Only a scanner and
some graphic design software are needed, anybody can do it. This is not
advertisement – we have no stock in the computer world, we just wish to
share the joy of easy creative drawing. Anyway, our mathematical
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transformation lacks poetic freedom. So, we have just invented the
missing link between real aircraft and the great caricatures created by top
artists. This is satisfying enough. So, we will stop there, with a feeling of
victory, our search for missing links. Now, we will do even worse…
→ see Tail-forward Compact NA-73X/P-51C/P-51D/P-82E/XP-51J
p42) Even after this discovery of an airplane caricature process, we
need to understand why these caricatures are so pleasant. And to answer
that, we followed the wrong direction: as our only limit was the page
width, we made the curves more bulbous through increasing heights,
without changing lengths – but we should have done the opposite: reducing lengths, with unchanged heights, to get the same shapes (same
L/H ratios). [Figures are not exactly opposite: +60% on heights is not
equivalent to – 60% on lengths but to – 38%, because 1/160% = 62%.]
Choosing to reduce lengths explains why the caricatures can be called
baby-airplanes: we shorten by moving the tail forward, then we shorten
again to compact, it is the opposite of the body lengthening that brings
the adult status, this is clearly a way back to childhood. And most of us
love babies… Maybe this comes from a Darwin survival logic: the animals with immature babies (as our ones) that did not love their offspring
have simply disappeared because their young have not survived to replace them, and if mankind is still here, it is because we love and tenderly protect our children. So we just adore these tiny Mustangs, we must
do it… this is not a matter of personal taste, this is written in our genes!
And if a Creator has programmed us, these Mustang babies simply have
a holy grace. Alleluia! And this is the happy end of this chapter…

IV. HALF-BREEDS AND HYBRIDS
P43) After exploring the Mustang family in all directions, we could now
try to turn several different aircraft into Mustang-like versions, or the
opposite: modify the Mustang taking others as guides.
Our first experiment will be an improvement further to the microscopic canopies of Mustang racers. Taking as an example the radical
transformation of the Biesnovat SK-1 into SK-2 or the Caudron C.561
into C.712, we can discard any view forward just to improve smoothness.
→ see source: Biesnovat SK ; result: SK-style P-51A & D, Mustangized
SK-51A & B
p44) Even if we don’t bother about the need to pilot the Mustang, we can
avoid the dangerous removal of the wind-screen and forward vision. To
improve aerodynamics differently, let us include the cockpit in the fin, as
this part is already above the profile.
To do that, we can copy what happened to the Me 262, transformed into the high speed HG.IV (a little known project, but presented
as a nice model in the Unicraft catalogue). For our related Mustangs, we
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chose not to change the fin shape so much, but move the canopy further
back. It was also necessary to subsequently move the tailplane lower.
→ see Messerschmitt Me 262B & HG.IV; Me-51bHG, HG-51B &D, Miss
Foxy Lady IV
p45) Third solution to remove the protruding windscreen from the profile:
include it in the nose, similar to the Bugatti 100P or Heinkel 119. A nosemounted engine is no longer possible, so the basis will be the FTB (Bu51, He-51).
We can also re-invent the FTB, adapting the classic P-51D to a
nose windscreen (and rear engine): FTB-51D.
Then, it is possible to mix all the solutions, blending all parts (fin,
windscreen and nose) into one… (Ae-51D) Even though the air intake is
still protruding below and creates a contradiction of this refinement…
→ see Bugatti 100P, Heinkel He 119; Bu-51P, He-51, FTB-51D, Ae51D/D’/D”
p46) In retrospect, it was a strange decision to use the Bugatti 100P, a
very old and forgotten prototype, to introduce faired canopies. In everyday life, simple gliders illustrate such a shape.
Of course, gliders lack the Mustang propeller… Although, there
are motor gliders, able to take off with an engine then shutting it down to
become pure gliders. Some of them are very beautiful, like the D-39. Or
we may respect the sailplane tradition, and use our crazy Mustang-glider
as a basis.
→ see D-39, Godwin Two-Seater, T.59; Mustangized D-51D/God-7300/T.51D, Glidered GP-51D
p47) At this stage of our analysis, we had scheduled to present the
transformation opposite to increasing aerodynamics: put a radial engine
on the Mustang. But a real radial-Mustang project has been discovered
since then, so we have presented our own in the first chapter. Back to
improved aerodynamics, we can enclose this big engine more efficiently,
using a very long shaft, like on the Vultee 48 (XP-66). The result looks
like a normal P-51 but having a bigger nose, a more central axis, no
belly scoop.
Alternatively: use a huge spinner, like on the Renard 37.
→ see XP-66s, R-37; XP-51D-66 & B-66, R-51D & B, R-51D’
p48) Another valuable source for mixed drawings is to copy caricatures
of aircraft other than Mustangs. For example, we used a funny Spitfire,
old drawing of Rob Henderson with a long back. We almost reproduce
this silhouette transforming the original Spitfire with heights increased by
185% (except the spinner: 140%), and lengthening forward the fin, canopy and spinner, by 160%. Then, such a technique can be applied too on
our Mustangs…
We add a P-51D Rob-style, not secondary to his P-51B but to his
XP-51J (raised tail).
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→ see Supermarine Spitfire Mk Vb, Rob Henderson Spitfire Mk Vb,
Mathematical Rob-style Spitfire Mk Vb; Rob-Vb-style P-51C & D, Rob51J-style P-51D
p49) It is possible to use the P-40 Egg-plane as a model, too. For that,
we increase the heights by 250%, with a normal fin and canopy, and we
can do the same for the similar P-51A. In precise details, fin and canopy
have to raise by 160% too and lengthen by 120% (and the spinner: 200%
vertical, 170% in length). Here stops our mathematical analysis, which
we shall now use. The result creates a rather likeable new little family.
→ see Curtiss P-40C, Hasegawa P-40C Egg, Mathematical Egg-style P40C; Egg-style P-51A & C & D
p50) After compacting, caricaturing, we can head in the opposite direction: smoothing in the search for beauty. Instead of 200% heights, just
use 50% – but the result is ugly… It is better to calibrate our transformation using a nice guide: the successful creation of the Re 2005 from the
Re 2001. The basis is a 75% height scale on the rear, and 85% on the
front part, with a slight move to the rear for the canopy. 2001: a Mustang
odyssey…
→ see Reggiane Re 2001 & 2005, Mathematical 2005-style-transformed
Re 2001; 50%-thinned P-51B, thinned not-too-sharp P-51B, 2005-styletransformed P-51B & D, Mustangized Re 2005 as 2051B, 2005-styletransforming Re2051B into B’
p51) The gorgeous Re 2005 is not the only old plane that could be titled,
as the P-51D, the most beautiful aircraft in the whole history of aviation.
Some enthusiasts believe that the twin-engine De Havilland Comet
reached such a peak in 1934. And his foreign copies, Caudron and Grigorovich, are not bad either. We can add the total-vision version from
Caudron (C.670) and the half-breed bubble Comet invented by the modeller Toad/ Captain Canada. From this family, we can actually create
many beautiful twin-engine P-51s.
→ see DH-88 Comet, DG-55 Kometa, C.641 & C.670, Todd Pomerleau
Bubble Comet; DH-51B, DG-51B, C.51B & D, DH-51D
p52) Just as the old Comets were beautiful, another superb family was
created, after the Mustang: the Me 262, along with foreign copies from
Nakajima and Sukhoi. As with the Comets, here are twin-engine airplanes with a free parabolic nose. And once again, inventing Mustangs
on such a basis, we will discard the belly scoop – maybe it would be
useless as the engines are located laterally, but most of all, the lower
part of the profile is already obscured with the engines below the wing.
→ see Me 262A/Su 9/Kikka; Mustangized Me 51D&B/Su 51D/Ki 51D, jet
P-51D2j & B2j
p53) While discussing caricatures, we presented the Spitfire and the P40, but these famous types are far more than that: they are part of huge
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families, which can be copied into entire families of related Mustangs.
Let us start with the P-40s. Note the nice move backwards of the canopy
on the YP-37, which confirms one of the lessons brought by Chapter 3.
→ see XP-40Q, modified P-40K, XP-40, YP-37; XP-51DQ, P-51AK, XP51B-40, YP-51B-37 & D-37
p54) The P-40 family (or P-36/37/40) had interesting offspring. Starting
from the gorgeous XP-53, the shape turned to the bulky P-60D, and even
to the ugly YP-60E. Unfortunately, we could not find a bubble canopy
without a radial engine, and we must invent the missing link. After hybridisation, we get a new line of Mustang, not very original but still different.
→ see XP-53, P-60D, YP-60E, E-style P-60D; XP-51B-53, P-51B-60D &
D-60E, XP-51D-53
P55) After seeing the P-40 family, we must scrutinise the Spitfire in the
same way. Here, we have bubble-canopy derivatives, models with double propellers, etc. The model with a rear-mounted canopy is less known:
the Rammer Spitfire, revealed by Justo Miranda in his book Unknown 2,
an interceptor built deliberately to collide with the enemy (my God!) that
would not have deserved the name SpitFire. Talking about names…
here, we have refused to call our hybrids Must-Fire (Must Kill…). Of
course, the British Spitfire interceptor fighter was absolutely right in
1940, shooting down Nazi bombers that came to slaughter poor innocent
civilians, but as far as she is concerned, the American Mustang escort
fighter in 1945 was murdering brave inexperienced pilots that tried to
avoid bombardment of similar civilians…
→ see Speed-Spitfire, Spitfire Mk 21 & 24, Rammer Spitfire; Mustangized Speed-73-00, Spitfirized NA-73-00, Mustangized 51C-21/51D-24/B
& D Rammer
p56) On the Spitfire page, we omitted one special variant: the Spitfire
late prototype that used the German Daimler-Benz engine DB 605. This
one featured a lower axis, better centred than the Merlin (of the Spitfire
1/16, Mustang P-51B/D, P-40F/L) and the Allison (of the P-51A/J, P40B/Q). The Daimler engine was found in her Bf 109 opponent. But the
109 became subject to a reverse evolution, receiving the Merlin engine
in Spanish service, under the name Buchon. As far as we are concerned,
we just imagine the same conversion with a Daimler for the whole Mustang family.
→ see Spitfire Mk V DB, Bf 109 G, Buchon; Daimler NA-73-00/P51C&D/P-82E
p57) The Fiat G-55 encountered the same transformation as the Bf 109,
getting a Merlin engine (and a bubble canopy), as G-59. We are happy to
invent a bubble Daimler one to complete the set. Then, we can add to
this G-55 and to the Re 2005 the Macchi Mc 205, belonging to the same
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Italian Batch 5. But the 205 was less attractive than the older 202, so we
present the former.
→ see G-55&59, 59-style G-55, Mc 202; G-51B, G-51D(59), G-51D’(55),
Mc-251B&D
p58) The Bf 109 is part of a family – the exploration of which would be
useful to create a bunch of Mustang derivatives… We have seen the
basic 109G, and we can add the 109 V13 racer, the 109H with open
spinner, the bubble radial 109X (and we shall invent a bubble G without
this ugly radial), the pretty 109TL jet, a lengthened P.1091.
→ see Bf 109 V13 & H & X, G-style Bf 109X, Bf 109TL, P.1091; Mustangized Bf-51B-13 & BH & DX & BTL & P.1051B, 1091-style-lengthened P51D, ‘1091-to-109G’-style-shortened P-51D
p59) As in the P-40/60 family, there were derivatives of the Bf 109. As a
matter of fact, they were single-seaters coded as 09, from the same design bureau, but they did not look like the 109 at all. The Me 209 had a
rear canopy, the Me 309 a bubble, the Me 509 a central engine like the
FTB. The Me 409 (209+209) and 609 (309+309) were, like the Me 109Z
(109+109), twin-fuselage aircraft looking like the P-82 (51+51). We have
also invented the twins Me 709 (509+209), 809 (509+309), 909 (509+half
409), 1009 (509+509)... but to complete the set of profiles, we will rather
add a Finish model similar to the Bf 109: the Pyörremyrsky.
→ see Me 209 & 309 & 509, Pyörremyrsky; Me-251B & 351D, VL-51B,
Me-551D/D’/D’’
p60) Another interesting family is the Japanese Ki 61 one, without a
Zero-like radial-engine (until conversion into Ki 100). The most striking
modification here is the nose lengthening that created the very beautiful
Ki 61-II. We already saw something like that through the Spitfires: the Mk
21 with a long Griffon engine was more pretty, according to us, than the
Speed Spitfire (or Mk 1/5/9) with a short Merlin engine.
The final Ki 88, with a canopy moved forward, used a central engine as the Mustang FTB.
→ see Ki 60.02, Ki 61 Kai Hien (Tony), Ki 61-II Kai a, Ki 61-II Kai c, Ki
88; Mustangized Ki-51B Mustasaki & 51B-Kai Mustaki (George) – French
readers will smile because Georges Moustaki was a very famous French
singer of the 1960s – Ki-51B-IIa & D-IIc, Ki-FTB & shortened FTB’
p61) As moving the canopy rearwards may improve beauty, let us look
at the Yak 3 with VK107A engine. We could have presented the whole
family of single-engine Yakovlev of this period, but most of them featured an ugly radiator below the nose. So let us focus on the aerodynamic Yak 3.
→ see Yak 3 I-30/standard/VK107A, VK107A-style I-30; Yak-351B & D &
D-107 & B-107
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p62) In the nearby MiG line, there have been aircraft with canopies positioned back or forth. The rearmost canopy is certainly prettier, but it was
not the final choice (probably to improve the pilot view) on the I-221, MiG
11 prototype. To complete the set, we have added a bubble top MiG 3, I222-style. The MiG 3 is so handsome that we would love to create a P51D hybrid from her, not just a P-51B (as we did, regretfully, for the Re
2005)…
→ see Mikoyan i Guryevich MiG 3, I-221, I-222, 222-style MiG 3; MiG351B/I-251B & D/MiG-351D, Re 2051D
p63) Among the Mustang contemporaries, there are two famous aircraft
that were using radial engines: the Lavochkin La-5 and the P-47 Thunderbolt while their families included great looking models with in-line
engines: the LaGG-3 and XP-47J. Because of the P-47’s success, we
must admit that our point of view is rather childish: an ugly aircraft could
be brilliant (in performance, efficiency, safety)…
→ see Lavochkin-Gorbunov LaGG-3 & Go-105, XP-47J & P-47N, N-style
XP-47J; La-51B & Go-51D, XP-51BJ & DJ
p64) The Mustang was a kind of technological peak, before the jetpowered aircraft arrived. But some prototypes in the world went a little
further with piston engines. One of them was the Martin Baker MB 5.
Very similar to the P-51D that was the influence at that time, her main
difference was the use of a Griffon engine with contra-rotating propellers
– we saw that on the Spit 21, and several years later the racer Mustangs
used that too. The MB 5 was not a P-51 copy, this was a derivative of the
MB 3s.
→ see MB-3, modified MB-3, MB-5, 3-style MB-5; MB-351B & D, MB551D & B
p65) The MB-5 looked like a Mustang so much, some people called her
the British Mustang. There are other examples in the world where there
was some suspicion of an illegal copy. Mainly the Australian CA-15, a
kind of bulky P-51D (the P-51D being finally used herself, with the codes
CA-17 & 18). The SAAB J.27 is another similar case, and she was called
the Swedish Super Spitfire, because she looked like the Spit 24 also.
She was a derivative of a former design, the J.23 that was very different
from a P-51D (or J.26 in Sweden), but perhaps this J.23 was a copy of
the P-51B (at last called J.26 also)… No matter for us – everyone is welcome in this growing family.
→ see CA-15, J.27 & 23, Letov L501 ; CA-51D, J-51D-27 & B-23, L51D
p66) The MB 5 was not the only fighter that could have been a successor
to the Mustang without jet power. There was also the Spiteful/Seafang (a
bulky Spitfire, using the laminar wing profile of the Mustangs), and the
trio F8F Bearcat / XP-72 Ultrabolt / Sea-Fury – all having ugly radial
engines. The Sea-Fury is special, because she came from a line of models using in-line engines: the Tempest and Typhoon, and the old Tornado
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prototypes. The last derivative, the P.1027, would have used a belly
scoop like the Mustang, and thus she was joining the P-51 family even
before our inventions…
→ see Tornado, Tempest Mk 1 & NV-768, P.1027 Eagle II; Haw-51B &
D, NV-51D & Joe-Warner-Cherrie P-51 Annular Radiator Spinner,
P.1051D
p67) Another late propeller airplane: the Sud-Est SE-580 (previously
named Midi M-580, and Dewoitine D-580 even before). Cancelled before
the prototype was finished, because she was obsolete without jet propulsion, she would have used (in the main version, not shown here) a big
dorsal air-intake. This D-580 was the child of a gorgeous family, of which
the heroic D-520A is the most famous. We could have presented this line
as a priority, because it is French like us, but we are not nationalistic at
all…
→ see D-520.01&Z/M-520T/SE-582; D-51.01&BZ, M-51B, SE-51B
p68) In our country of frog-eaters, there was another big family with late
derivatives: the Arsenal VG. This line is rather famous because the VG33 almost entered service in 1940, but there are many interesting projects with less historical weight. As operational importance is not our
problem at all, let us have a look at this family, which is just as interesting as the other machines that achieved victory over their enemy. As
usual, there is no common scale for these drawings, the large VG-60
being scaled down to match the older types, for comparison of shape.
→ see VG-30 & 40 & 50 & 60 ; VG-51B-30 & B-40 & B-50 & D-50 &
BCD-50 & D-60
p69) Certainly, the Fw 190 was ugly, with a radial-engine nose (or similar), but we have found some interesting derivatives. A 190 featuring a
Mustang-like belly scoop, then a design with lateral coolers and an elegant thin nose. Finally there is the 190T drawn in the Tigers of the Luftwaffe cartoon; her profile was quite creative, even if the main drawing
was a copy of Justo Miranda’s one for the Skoda Kauba V5.
→ see Fw 190 V18 & V19, Marcel Magnette Fw 190T, Skoda Kauba V5;
Fw-51D-18 & D-19 & BT, V-51C, Fw-51DT
p70) After viewing so many different families, we should now present
attractive oddities, which could be transformed into beautiful Mustangs.
Some of them have a distant relationship with successful models (Kawasaki Ki 61, Mitsubishi Zero, Polikarpov I-16), but others are complete
dead-ends in the history of aviation (Pashinin, Bell airplanes).
→ see Ki 78, Ki 73, Pashinin I-21, Polikarpov VP, Bell Model 3; Ki-51B78 & D-73, I-51D, VP-51A, Model 351D
p71) The Hawker Hurricane family is often regarded as uninteresting, but
all that changes when you include the spurious bubble derivative created
by Todd Pomerleau, and the two-seater Persian Hurricane – especially
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removing the front cockpit… But the absolute pearl is the invention of a
canard Hurricane by Alvis Petrie: the Canadian Cyclone (a cyclone is a
hurricane in reverse direction!). We will do just the same with our P-51,
joyfully.
→ see Hurricane Mk II, Todd Pomerleau Hurricane Mk XVIE (referring to
the bubble-Spitfire Mk XVIE, not to a follower of some Hurricane Mk
XV…), Persian Hurricane, Persian Hurri 1-Seater, CanCar / Petrie Cyclone ; P-51B Mustican & D Musterleau, NA-73-P1, P-51P1, Mustangized Cyclone D51-P, P-51 inverted-D
p72) Even without inventing from scratch a reverse Mustang, we could
have copied the canard XP-55 Ass-ender, whose canopy was looking like
the one on the P-51B. As well, the SAAB J.21 twin-boomer had a P-51Blike canopy, and we can create from this a twin-boom P-51 with central
pod, completing the twin-fuselage P-82. For a bubble twin-boomer, we
can take as a basis the big XP-54, or hybridise our J-51B with a P-51D.
The standard twin-boom airplane, P-38 Lightning, will be followed to
create a kind of triple axis P-82… Maybe this is technically stupid, but it
is funny…
→ see XP-55 Ascender, J.21A, XP-54, XP-38; XP-51B-55 & 55-51B, J51B-21 & D-21, XP-51D-54 & D-38
p73) After copying canards with a foreplane, why not turn out attention to
tail-less aircraft? It is rather easy: just copy the contemporary little XP56, and from that, create a thinner version. The Me 163 might be another
source, and that would create a rocket-Mustang. Concerning the belly
scoop, that a Mustang must have, it is not logical at all on a model using
a liquid oxygen source, but we can explain: its goal is simply air conditioning, to remove the acidic vapours…
→ see XP-56, Me 163B & C ; XP-51B-56 & D-56, Me-151B & D
p74) Using the P-38 and DH-88 examples to create triple axis Mustang
remained the awkward link between the simple P-51 and the twin-engine
lateral P-82. We can go further now, including purely tandem in-line twinengine Mustangs. The best source for that is the push-pull Do 335. Other
solutions, without pusher propeller: linking 2 engines in the nose (as on
the Macchi-Castoldi MC72, Bolkhovitinov S, Latécoère 299A), or in the
back (R2Y), or in front and aft of the pilot (as on the Ki64, VB-10). 2
central engines can also drive pusher propellers only (XB-42, Beriev
B10…).
→ see Do 335/Laté/299A/R2Y1/VB-10; Do-51A/Laté-51B/ R51YTB/VB51D
p75) The RD-1410 introduced a Jet-Mustang (with an additional propeller) – we can create an alternative, from the Jet-Seafang project. It is
easier to discard the propeller and create an intermediate jet step between the North American P-51, hero of 1945, and the North American
F-86, hero of 1953 — both were single-engine bubble canopy fighters. Of
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course, the final F-86 Sabre was very different from the Mustang, but the
preliminary project (or the bulky XFJ Fury), without swept fin, is much
closer. Another jet derivative of a prop aircraft is the Yak-15 (Jet-Yak-3).
→ see Supermarine 391, XP-86, Yak 15; Super-51D-391, XP-51D-86,
Mustangized Yak-151D, Jet P-51Y
p76) The North American Mustangs (29 manufacturer codes from NA-73
to NA-150…) had cousins before and after the XP-86 (NA-140): the 4-jet
XB-45 (NA-130), the XSN2J /T-28 (NA-142), the 4-seater Navion (NA145) and the XAJ (NA-146). All of them were almost genuine Mustangs –
focus on their fin shape… Amusingly, our XB-51D is a special plane for
two: the passenger lies down in the nose!
→ see XB-45/XSN2J/L-17/XAJ; XB-51D/XSN-51D/L-51D/XA-51D
p77) Mixing the Mustang with absolutely anything could be endless, and
we need a cure… For that, let us commit the highest sacrilege: mixing a
Mustang and a supersonic F-16… After all, both are American fighters
with a bubble canopy single-seaters with an underside scoop and are
best-sellers – they share a great deal… And to build a family there too,
we can use the drawings strongly inspired by the F-16: the twinjet ChingKuo, the twin-fin project HS.1202-9, and the canard Lavi and J-10.
→ see YF-16/Ching-Kuo/HS.1202-9/Lavi/J-10; Mustangized YF51D/Mus-Kuo/HS.51D/Mustavi/Mus-gdu, Falconized XF51D
p78) For a long time, the F-16-like Mustang (or Mustang-like F-16)
looked like it would be the end of our journey. But it became clear, this
was not enough: in our book devoted to aeronautical beauty, the pretty
little Jet-Ranger helicopter was missing… Thus, at the very least, we
needed to create a Mustang helicopter, plunging deeper inside heresy.
Here, we added to the Bell 206 her fine looking rival Écureuil, plus the
Blackhawk – a narrow and winged helicopter, less distant from the Mustang. Yes, this is completely crazy… And we will stop there!
Wiser than us, Tom Zuijdwegt built a Bf 109E autogyro model, not
crazy, and together we dreamed of a similar P-51.
→ see OH-58, AS-350, S-67; Mustangized OH-73-00/AS-351D/S-51D,
Rotorized HP-51D, Tom Zuijdwegt P-51E 1/72th (pilotless)
p79) Maybe we should have focused this Chapter 4 on the very different
aircraft, as Twin-engine/Twin-boom/Canard/Jets/Gliders/ Helicopters,
instead of spending so much time on the very little differences with the
Mustang-class models. So, we would like to gather different models created in the P-51 family from similar types. Without any doubles, it is an
impressive collection, isn’t it? Anyway, there is no general rule about
aesthetic taste, and drawing pretty things is a personal matter. It is impossible to please for sure every reader that could be interested by the
Mustang lines. The principle of this book is rather to show what a crazy
enthusiast has created, by himself, as his creations may be of interest…
But, apart of any publishing possibility, this study tried to cure an harmful
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tendency to classify everything in families – and for aviation: update the
lists of single-propeller fighters with in-line engine, bubble single-seaters,
twin-fuselage aircraft, etc. Rather than having problems with mixed examples that are impossible to separate into one group or another, it was
useful to make this logic explode through an overwhelming cross combination. Such an auto-destruction of a bad logic provides freedom, and
the result is personal happiness. So, the Mustang helped one more man
to be happy, and this was done without killing or ridiculing anybody…
→ see North American P-51D compared to many similar derivatives
from this 4th chapter
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p83) At last, we must explain how Rob Henderson helped us. He is the
one who checked and corrected this English translation1 with the help of
Andrew Stockell. And most of all he brought the best pieces in this book.
We presented only the general shapes from his drawings – the way we
did with other artists. Let us now present the real work of this genius artist and dear friend, for the potential clients of Caricature Aircraft Pictures
(see the great pictures on page 83, with the Web address below); as you
can see, these originals are very rich in detail. The final paintwork is in
colour, with the required civilian or military markings – unfortunately in
this book, we must present them in Black & White, sorry… We hope that
many aviation enthusiasts will order some funny art creations from Rob.
We wish him great success with his work…

LATE ADDITIONS
P84) After finishing the writing of this Virtual Mustangs book, as you
have read it up to here, we have decided to include several items, which
came and enriched the subject, but were very difficult to insert without
writing everything again.
Paul Deweer showed us a FTB Mustang with a single propeller
and no bubble-canopy: the EA-191. She used a Malcolm Hood, like a P51C, as we almost did – choosing eventually to draw a FTB with a NA73-00 flat canopy… So, serious engineers have imagined, discreetly,
what we have invented for fun…
Max Sinquini showed us the drawing of a jet P-51, with a jet pipe
below the tail as the RD-1410 but with classic wings. This drawing was
featured on a Japanese page, and Isao Ishiduka confirmed this was a
North American design (thanks!).
Then, an old memory came back in our mind: a Mustang transformed as a back-to-back 2-seater, by the Illawarra Flying School in
Australia, for target towing. We had rejected this one because the photograph (in Jane’s All the World Aircraft 1963-64) was not precise enough
to draw the modified canopy. We can imagine a flattened rear to improve the view in that direction (remember the problems with the curved
wind-screen of NA-73s).
On the subject of 2-seater P-51s, Philippe Hoffmeyer told us of a
very special model transformed in Switzerland (as shown on the Net at
http://www.swissmustangs.ch/5203.html): the canopy was divided into
two parts that could move separately, making access to the rear seat
easier.

1

[if you find any grammatical errors, blame me not Xtoff!! - Rob]
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→ see EA-191, FTB-51C, Jet-51 project & fiction, Illawara CA-17, Swiss
TP-51D & fiction DP-51
p85) The photograph of a plane called ButtonPuss seemed to bring an
actual intermediate between P-51C and D, completing our fictional collection. On closer examination, we saw she belonged to the class of racers with a lowered wind-screen, converted from D models to avoid the
airflow problems due to the bubble. There are rear windows but this is
just a detail reminiscent of a C (or A) version, rather than a direct descendant. If we had started from a P-51D but kept the spine of a C
model, a rather different shape would have been created.
Then, a line drawing published in The Aeroplane seemed a little
odd. Comparing to the genuine P-51B, we saw there were major
changes, which increased its personality: little nose, big angular fin, deep
ventral scoop, increased canopy height. This was not a caricature, but is
artistic anyway.
→ see ButtonPuss, C-style P-51D, The-Aeroplane P-51B, Aeroplanestyle P-51D
p86) In the same way, we made a late discovery in the very nice article
of Modelstories devoted to aircraft caricature model kits
(http://modelbox.free.fr/dossiers/Eggs_P/ index.htm): a drawing by JeanChristophe Carbonel of a funny profile “Moeufrane” MS-406 (Morane-S.
406, with œuf meaning ‘egg’ in French). We could use this one as a basis – measuring changes then applying the same on Mustangs… The
canopy and spinner are increased in length by 180%, and the front fuselage by 200% in height, towards the ground. The fin is increased by
120%, and made sharper which would not be appropriate for our P51…The vertical size of the canopy is special: the front part got 200%,
the middle 240% and the rear 130%… We can do the same but that
increases the bubble shape of the P-51B’s canopy. After applying these
ratios to the P-51B, we can create a similar P-51D. The result is not
beautiful, though – the ugly big chin of the MS-406, below a tiny spinner,
had been much increased, and that is not good for P-51s. We improve
the lines treating the spinner as the front fuselage, without increasing the
engine axis asymmetry, which was moderate on Mustangs. We can then
simplify the idea of having a big canopy and a short but tall nose: for the
P-51DJC, we have reduced all lengths by 50% except the canopy, and
increased the height of this one by 200%, before changing scale to come
back to the initial length. And this is the end of our self-taught art lesson...
→ see P-51B JCC-MS-406 style, P-51B & D JCC-406 style, P-51D JCC
style, P-51DJC
p87) Then, in the on-line magazine Aerostories, was published an article
revealing little known versions: the turret P-51D’ Backfire-Mustang and
the P-51T Cerberian. The first flight of the latter was dated 01/04/1945,
st
which seemed just a detail, but that should be read April 1 … Jean-Noël
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Violette and Nicolas Pug, authors of this article published on April 1st
2003, confirmed, smiling: this was an “April Fool” joke… But, far from
concentrating on purely historical & military facts, we are gathering the
amateur creations. So, welcome to the P-51D’ – the P-51T, a side-byside 3-seater, keeps the profile of the P-51D.
Later, the modeller TSR-Joe presented a plane similarly inspired
by the Defiant, but apparently using a P-51B basis (on the Internet at:
http://groups.msn.com/TheWhatifandoddballmodel
page/tsrjoeandmeandthep51.msnw?Page=2).
In May 2003, Justo Miranda presented, in Unknown 2, a list of
forthcoming drawings, including P-40 and Spitfire turned into 2-engined
aircraft by Curtiss and Supermarine. And the model he showed us was
interesting, because her engines were completely above the wing, allowing usage of the original landing gear. The air forces would have appreciated this powerful fighter with heavy guns grouped in the nose, no
matter if her profile was no longer beautiful… To complete this family of
twin-engine single-tail Mustangs, we have invented a derivative with
lateral cockpits: the P-51Twin-Nose. The reason for such a layout is important: filling a gap between Mustangs and Twin-Mustangs in our familytree…
→ see Violette/Pug P-51D’, Warner-Cherrie P-51B’, P-51D twin-Merlin,
P-51Twin-Nose
p88) Thinking about it, our profiles of twin-engine single-fuselage models
could be interpreted differently: as asymmetric single-engine aircraft…
To enhance their equilibrium, we add a second fin behind the lateral pod.
The version with starboard-engine / port-fuselage can be understood,
because she is similar to the contemporary Blohm und Voss Bv 141:
such a layout provides a free nose, on a single-engine aircraft, without
the drawbacks of a pusher engine (difficult to cool down, dangerous for
bailing out). As we do not like the death-dealing noses, we prefer installing a glazed nose (panoramic for a tourist, not a sighting-post to
bomb…). We present that better on an inverted model, with port-engine.
Here, as the big engine no longer hides the nose anymore, we may lower
the cockpit down a little and shorten the nose. Different possibilities are
presented with the same viewpoint advantage and different drawbacks.
→ see P-51D starboard-engine, P-51D port-engine, Bv-151D/D’/D’’, Vb51D/H
p89) In March 2003, the Modeller Radish, proposed (on the so nice
Internet forum http://www.whatifmodelers.com/) to invent a V-tail P-51D,
a Butterfly-Mustang… He would use 2 tail planes from a F6F Hellcat
model, available in his stock, at an angle of 45° – concerned that tail
planes from the P-51 would be too small. As far as we are concerned, we
would prefer using 1/48th P-51D tail planes on a 1/72nd model, using the
turret seen on the D’ to justify the need to have the rear vertical fin removed… Anyway, 2 tail elements instead of 3 could make the plane go
faster, or further.
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Following this idea, we imagined a similar P-82W, with a double Vtail (easier to understand for French people, who pronounce this W letter
as Double-V, not Double-U…) like on the Fouga CM.88 Gemeaux prototypes. This would have been less solid than the true P-82, though, but
we can do even worse: separate unconnected V-tails – like on the
Heinkel He 111Z. To see the difference of this P-82 V V clearly would
require an oblique view.
For modellers like TSR-Joe, a T-tail P-51 would be also welcome,
but this change is almost insignificant on a profile. Anyway, in a display
of plastic models, it would be wonderful to present parallel lines: normal
P-51B/P-51D/P-82, V-tails (W for the P-82) and T-tails (Π for the P-82)…
But, on top of the fin, we could… install an engine and its propeller, as
on the beautiful Sea-Wind flying boats. This would create an in-line twinengine, giving no asymmetry if one engine is shut down during cruise to
save fuel and increase range (remember the Rutan Voyager?)… A single-engine derivative can also be built, with some adaptation of weightbalance ratios.
→ see P-51V, P-51D”, P-82W, Joe Warner-Cherrie P-51 Butterfly & P51 T-Tail, P-51SW & SW’
p90) On the same forum, the modeller C-FWOL (Olivier Lacombe, or
Ollie) invented a whole family of improved Mustangs… The first one was
a Canadian Mustang 6 with a DB 605 engine, and a cooling system
moved below the wings. In some parallel world, the Canadian Car and
Foundry Company would have designed it.
Then the “North American” P-102A Ultrastang was shown. For this
second-generation P-51, the P-102 code comes from P-51+51, and this
is a nice idea – such a code would have fit perfectly the Twin-Mustang.
This P-102 would have used a modern nose wheel, instead of the old
fashioned tail wheel of a standard Mustang. The belly scoop would have
moved aft, to avoid debris kicked up from the front wheel. Finally, the
selected canopy would have been from the standard P-51D.
Then, this skilled Canadian drew the AviaQuéb F-103A Mustang II,
with a swept fin and a bigger rear-fuselage for extra tanks. In a war scenario after 1945, where the New Soviet Forces would have become
Masters of the World, with General Headquarters located in the Quebec
province, Canada. So we have found an enthusiast inventing Mustangs
just like us, even if this is in a more technical and more militaristic way.
Toad, whose Hurricane Mk XVIE and Bubble-Comet were featured in the
previous pages of this book, then showed this very F-103 “Olliestang”,
with army roundels, spewing fire and destruction… Obviously, there are
different ways to love aviation, and our dislike of it being used as a tool
of war is only personal. For someone like Ollie, who is a skilful pilot, an
airplane is not mainly a beautiful profile but mainly wings, able to fly…
Forgetting this, we are unsound, sorry…
Early in 2004, Lyn Ludgate presented another P-51 with a nose
wheel and different centring, built in Australia. The name of the Australian wild horse was replacing the name of the American one. Nose and
tail were moved ahead, with a pretty short back.
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→ see Mustang 6, P-102 first drawing, P-102A, F-103A, Lyn Ludgate
Brumby
p91) Still on this forum, we asked if somebody has ever imagined Mustangs with radial engines more powerful than the small Cyclone R-1820
selected for training. C-FWOL replied with the drawing of an XP-52
SchnellStang /Brutus using the R-4360 engine (a monster – 3,000 to
4,500 hp – used for the XP-72 Ultrabolt and XF8B). We answered that
XP-52 was already the code for a twin-boom Bell project, and Ollie suggested XP-5?? then YP-51R.
He also showed a bubble derivative, named P-52A or P-51R Hercules for mass production.
The trainer T-50 Poney would have been useful for conversion.
She would have also used a radial engine, something between the small
R-1820 and the huge R-4360: the R-2600, famous for the equipment of
Avenger, Helldiver, etc. So, the Mustang has been actually (but fictitiously) transformed into a high-performance radial plane. The existing
radial project was not enough to complete this subject: there were a lot of
beautiful things to add. Congratulations, Ollie!
We feel very close to this special community of What-if modellers.
It is a great way to be a fan of aviation history without being bound solely
to reality…
→ see YP-51R, P-51R, T-50, P-51R-9999
p92) In June 2003, Toad proposed a naval derivative of the P-82, with
the name Twostang. The changes on this plastic model would be the use
of folding wings, hooks and different weapons. The initial drawing enriched our catalogue of new shapes – with 2 different profiles (starboard
and port fuselages).
Another addition involves the Twin-Mustang: we discovered on the
Net (http://www.controllineplans.com) a small scale model with engines,
using flat profiles as fuselages. These profiles were not originals, and
while some modellers may be disappointed that such a drawing is imperfect, for us this is nice creativity.
Next point about fictional Twin-Mustangs: we drew in 1997 a provisional view of the North American RD-1120 project. This is the original
twin-fuselage project that was turned into the XP-82 using selected features validated on the Mustangs (bubble-canopy, belly-scoop, etc.). We
now wait for the real RD-1120 to be revealed from the NA (now Boeing)
archives by some historian.
→ see Todd-Pomerleau F-82 Twostang fuselages, Barry-Baxter P-82,
X.Toff RD-1120
p93) Before discovering that speculative modelling did exist (in Canada,
UK, USA), we had invented it, all alone, at the end of the 1980s, and this
is actually the very source for this book. To improve the silhouette of our
nd
plastic 1/72 P-51, we had removed the propeller, exhaust-pipes and
tail-planes, hidden with putty the rudder and spinner, decreased the
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height of the nose, painted it in a plain colour without military markings.
We should have stopped there, but we have then moved the canopy aft
and lower. Alas, after that, we were unable to create again a satisfying
connection between canopy and fuselage, and – years later – the unfinished model was at last thrown away while we moved house…
In the meantime, we had discovered computer drawing as a new
way to change very simply the profile of Mustangs. With the Mac Draw 2
software, we made in 1993 such drawings and they were published in
Catamarans in the sky. This book was devoted to twin-boom and twinfuselage aircraft, but the Twin-Mustang was a connection and we diverted towards improving the profile of bubble-canopy aircraft. With
Corel Draw 6 that we use here, we have made great advances, not forgetting the past…
Some other changes were mentioned in this quick 1993 appendix:
general refinements, removing the propeller, moving the canopy aft, etc.
Not to be boring, we applied them on aircraft other planes than the Mustang. Now, with the Mustang as our only subject, we can show what the
P-51 would have turned into.
→ see modified 1/72nd P-51D, very modified 1/72nd P-51D & B, 1993 P82F & P-51D-5, P-51D 1993/2003
p94) In the 2003 book Unknown 2, Justo Miranda published gorgeous
drawings of a Vertical Take Off and Landing Spitfire and a VTOL P-39,
sitting on their (cruciform) tail, as did the famous Convair Pogo and
Lockheed Salmon. Obviously, we needed a Mustang this way… The
biggest difference would be featured showing the models on the ground,
but to appreciate the changes, we prefer showing them in a horizontal
flight attitude.
We also thought of inventing a naval wing in ground effect Mustang, something more advanced than a simple Mustang upon floats. To
avoid the propeller hitting the water, we raised its position (and for mechanical simplicity, the engine unit too…). Another possibility would have
been to keep the propeller in the nose, just requiring a catapult take off,
and going down to the water as a glider, the (2-blade) propeller being
locked horizontally… this is closer to reality than you may think, as the
contemporary French Capra R80/90 project was designed in such a way.
Last crazy idea: create an airliner with a Mustang silhouette…
Here we have removed the nose propeller, and imagined twin turbofans
in the lower fuselage – a long and fragile landing gear would be required,
however it is just a fictitious design idea, not a serious proposition intended to be sold…
To look as attractive as the Boeing 757 or Airbus A-320, we then
moved the airliner pilot in the nose, and turn the bubble above into a
panoramic room for first-class passengers…
→ see P-51VTOL & WIG, B-751, A-351
p95) In July 2003, Lionel Larmanger, the manufacturer of the wonderful
fantasy
“Pend
Oreille
Models”
(on
the
Internet
at
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http://pomkit.itplushost.com) sent us a profile of one of his projects: the
North American NA-75 Black Fury. This twin-engine push-pull, resembling the Dornier Pfeil, was very similar to our Do 51A. Without realising,
we have invented in 2002 what Lionel imagined back in 2000… For
comparison we display here what would have been our Do 51B, if we
had taken also the P-51B as the basis, instead of the P-51A. This shows
how personal sensitivity leads to slightly different creations, and those
individual touches are as rich a subject as close mass-produced variants
of real aircraft, somehow (P-51C after the B, for instance).
We add also a bubble Do 51D. Here, the height aft of the canopy
is maybe too short to install the rear Merlin engine… but this unit could
have been replaced by a smaller Ranger engine, after all. This would
have been lighter, easier to cool down, and there would have been a
great increase in power when compared to the single-engine types, for
an unchanged aerodynamic drag. The big drawback of such a clever
push-pull configuration is the process of bailing out for a pilot from an
aircraft on fire: instead of being burnt to death, he would have been cut
into slices… The use of ejector seats, a few years later, changed the
situation. So our 2003-Mustangs may have a circular saw at the rear, this
no longer presents a danger. And most of all: no pilot will ever fly in them
– our Do 51s are just dreams, and if the NA-75s do actually get built in
numbers, they will just be small-scale plastic models (historical detail: the
poorly known NA-75 code was not completely free: it was used for Canadian T-6s).
→ see Lionel Larmanger NA-75 Black Fury, Do-51B/D/D’/D”
p96) Creating a push-pull Mustang could have been done differently:
duplicating the basic nose, back to back, with separate fuselages on
either side to carry the tail. As on the Fokker M9 of 1915 (twin-M8) and
the Schweizer SA 2-38 of 1982 (twin 2-37). We can invent such a Mustang: the XP-82’ or P-51P…
A what-if model called De Havilland DH-4 x4, seen on the Internet
(http://www.eusebio.ch/mw2001results.htm) gave us the amusing idea to
mix the 2 kinds of “doubling”: lateral side-by-side AND central back-toback. This creates a 4-engined Mustang: the P-51X-4… The central pod
is raised up for the canopy not to be obscured by lateral fuselages (the
pilot gets better visibility, and the profile: increased beauty…).
As some Twin-Mustangs used V-1710 engines, we can naturally
try the derivative Allison V-3420 (double V-1710, with 24 cylinders and
3,000 hp instead of 12 and 1,500). This makes almost 8 engines, thus
the code could have been P-51X-8…
With push-pull engines also on the booms and on a rear wing, we
get 16 engines and propellers per plane, more than a whole squadron of
normal Mustangs. Anyway, this single-seater with 24,000 hp would have
been very fast, and it is surprising that such a layout has not been tried
for speed records. Of course, V-3420s were very rare, as their massproduction had been cancelled along with the P-75 Eagle fighter, but
some other double-engines were available, the DB-606/610 of Heinkel
177s, the Vulture of Whirlwinds…
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→ see XP-82’, P-51P & X-4 & X-8 & X-16
p97) In August 2003, we received a new interesting photograph of a twinboom What-if model: the Focke-Wulf/Ludgate Fw 1900. She was a reversed Fw 190, becoming canard, and the radial engine was transformed
into a jet pipe, aft of a short bulky turbojet, fed with lateral air-intakes.
Just moving the original fin on this pipe did not look right, so 2 fins (of Bf
109…) were used, on lateral booms. We thought that the radial P-51
could have followed this recipe, to become P-510 or 51 O.
We can make our changes less drastic, and start to reconfigure
the plane without discarding the piston engine and propeller. Lyn Ludgate
helped us correct a preliminary drawing, explaining that the propeller
might strike the ground during take off, so there was a need for a lower
fin.
Then, without the jet pipe, we could revert to classic axial fins, with
just a radial engine to make this canard different.
Alternatively, we could have Mustangized the Fw 1900 basis (Fw5100). There was a kind of triple-boom layout as the central pod was
carrying a foreplane, which did not fit in our next book about fiction twinboomers of the early 1940s. So we imagined a twin-fuselage derivative,
the twinjet Fw-5100Z, with a foreplane connecting both noses and with
wing fins, plus a derivative without foreplane: the Fw-5100B, almost
classical… At last, installing just a big jet pipe on the P-51 created the
NA-5100.
→ see Lyn-1900-style P-51O, Lyn Ludgate P-51O & O’, Fw-5100 D/Z/B,
NA-5100
p98) Seeing our P-51O and O’, Lyn Ludgate decided some improvement. She told us that she wanted to build a canard Mustang with the
classic Merlin engine, without radial cylinders, but still different in using
contra-rotating propellers, for a safer take-off. She said that the foreplane
should be high enough to allow a smooth air-flow over the wing, this part
being moved back as much as possible. It was a project for the distant
future and we drew what we had (mis) understood. Lyn’s selected name
was XPC-51 (Experimental-Personal-Computer-51?).
At last, Lyn did correct our mistakes, specifying she would use a
shorter fuselage and most of all: a non-reversed canopy, because the
rear end of the bubble was no less aerodynamic than a wind-screen. The
old wind-screen would have been plain metal, an armour plated piece.
On her drawing, the booms and fins that she had mentioned (like the Fw
1900) were missing, so we added them. This model would have been
called “The Mule”, a delicious name for the daughter of thorough-bred
Mustangs…
nd
Later on, after the 1/72 scale model was actually built, we received a beautiful picture of this model “in flight”. The fins had been
rounded, lengthened, to increase safety for nose-up landings. We should
congratulate such technical attention to detail which would have saved
pilots’ life. For further realism, Lyn reversed the prop blades for pushing
instead of pulling.
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→ see Ludgate/Toff XPC-51s misunderstood, Lyn-Ludgate XPC-51 Mule
project & model
p99) We found also interesting models of fantasy aircraft presented by
Luka Aubri (http://home.wanadoo.nl/thraex/wings.html). One of them was
the Gloster Gorgon III, a single-engined pusher with the fuselage of a
Spitfire Mk 1A. Instead of a Spitfire, a Mustang could have been used,
and a P-51C would be rather close.
We wondered where this imaginative modeller had found the idea
for such a model, and C-FWOL told us the source was probably the
Blohm und Voss P.208. Thinking about it, we realised that we had already seen such a layout, freeing up the nose of the craft for a large gun,
and having a very efficient propeller (whose airflow is not disturbed by a
fuselage aft). The Göppingen Gö-9 prototype did prove that such a layout can work properly, whilst the Mustang was being developed, even if it
resulted in the push-pull Do-335 rather than a single-engined pusher. So
we drew from the Bv P.208 v2 a pusher derivative of the P-51B, and
from the bubble-canopy v3 a pusher derivative of the P-51D. Olivier
Lacombe declined to be credited as the designer, preferring to celebrate
the genius of engineers who created this layout. In fact, if we become
very rich selling P.251s, we should share rights between the engineers
Vogt (Blohm und Voss) and Schmued (North American), the modellers
C-FWOL and Tophe… But as this is just fantasy, it is not a serious issue.
Then we discovered a similar pusher Mustang, drawn a long time
ago by TSR-Joe. And we added our own P-51d, designed with a different
goal: to look like the standard P-51D as much as possible, ignoring visibility, security, balance, aerodynamic and mechanic issues, simply…
Drawing this one, we started from 2 Mustangs in opposite direction, and
we thought of handling that couple differently: creating a double P-51D,
the push-pull DD-PP axial Twin-Mustang. With 4 sets of wing areas:
tandem wings, foreplane & tailplane…
→ see Luka Aubri Musgon III, “Richard Vogt” Bv P.251B-02 & D-03, Joe
Warner-Cherrie P-51 pusher, P-51d, P-51DD-PP
p100) Other news: the modeller Toad told us that he wanted to build a
half-breed of Northrop P-61 Black Widow and P-51…The precise approach would have been installing the canopy of a 1/48th scale Mustang
on a 1/72nd scale twin-boomer. As the standard P-61 has no bubble canopy, we tried first the P-51B glazed unit, but it was too small to be faired
into the profile, even with the scale change. So we used the bubble version (XP-61E or F-15 Reporter) and now the P-51D canopy simply went
on top of the pod.
Anyway, a model without bubble was not impossible, just needing
nd
nd
a higher scale discrepancy. With a 1/32 scale P-51B and a 1/72 scale
P-61B (225% ratio), a nice fairing resulted. Miracle…We could have
gone further, up to 1/24th on 1/144th (600%), which is the limit for such
plastic monsters from commercial manufacturers. This allows the creation of another Airbus Mustang. Here we have chosen as a basis the little
A-318, a reduced version much cuter than the long flying wagons…
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Then, we changed a little the P-61/51 profiles to follow more the
hybridisation logic in this book: installing Mustang canopies on anything,
but also including an angular fin, a belly scoop and an engine looking like
the Mustang’s. Such an approach does not pretend to be better, this is
just a personal fantasy.
→ see Todd-Pomerleau F-151 72nd/48th & P-61/51 72nd/32nd, A-551, P651 & F-151 Mustorter
p101) We found some interesting news in the May 2003 issue of Science
& Vie magazine: US scientists have discovered that car enthusiasts use,
towards cars, the same part of the brain that is usually used to recognise
human faces: the fusiform gyrus. It is probably the same for air enthusiasts enjoying profiles: we see a nice face in them, with a nose and an
eye. Fortunately, this covers the accusation from French Freudian psychologists that our interest in aeronautics is not the normal sympathy
towards bird-like machines: our specific interest towards aircraft profiles
is a perverse homosexual trend towards phallic shapes… We disagree
completely, as a P-51 looking like a phallus would not be pleasant! No,
Dr Freud, this is a mistake, and not a too-much-painful-truth to admit…
[It is easy to assert absolutely anything and reject any denial as being a
further proof itself; a more convincing methodology has been explained
by Sir Karl Popper: to claim veracity, a theory must be prepared to be
discredited by facts which do not fit the theory, otherwise it is worthless.]
People speaking English could see things differently, as aircraft is
feminine in this language while the corresponding avion is masculine in
French, so the Mustangs could be very sexy girls and our trend would
then be sexual anyway… But for a French writer, nothing at all suggested this feminine side of aircraft, and we were surprised at first when
English pen friends corrected our neutral it into feminine she. Mustang
faces are seen as cute, pleasant, sympathetic, and there is no sexual
excitement in this feeling. The fans of powerful machines may get a thrill
from the roaring horsepower of P-51 racers (and for very virile men, this
is perhaps some narcissism), but there is no relation at all with our silent
profiles, and our nicely artistic approach.
→ see Face-51, Penis-51, Miss-51 XXX
p102) Though, if the canopy were an eye located on the windscreen, we
could delete all of the rear glazed parts without an effect, while such a
metallic P-51D is less pleasant than the original. So the windscreen
could be seen as the coloured iris, while the rest of the eye is the remaining glazed parts. To test our theory, we tried to put the solid metal
framework of a P-51A on a P-51D silhouette, thinking the eye should be
more difficult to recognise and appreciate. But such an experiment does
not provide us with an ugly profile at all… Doing this last change, we
have seen that discarding the P-51D lower canopy parts did not decrease
the beauty significantly. In a subsequent test, we replaced the very special canopy of the P-51D with a more classic bubble. The result is surprising: in a total contrast, the bird looses all its charm... Though, our D/A
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half-breed uses the curved lines, going down, below the Mustang windscreen, and the nice P-51D face returns if we join this line to a standard
rear canopy, not Mustang-special. We then tried a symmetric (up/down)
larger canopy, and the result is not great – we were a little wrong about
increasing canopy size for beauty. The curved line below the windscreen may be the reason why Mustangs are pretty, why P-51Ds are
magic, and why some P-51D caricatures are lovely. Perhaps it is because we feel spontaneous tenderness for an ingenuous eye, while we
feel uncomfortable facing a frown.
→ see metallic P-51, iris P-51, 51A-style P-51D, P-51D turned very classic, P-51D turned half-classic, 51D-style P-51Cs, symmetrical-canopy, P51JD
p103) A big canopy does not mean beauty: that can be confirmed with a
SAI.7-like heavily glazed profile, aerodynamic but ugly.
Concerning the beauty of compacted caricatures, we cannot conclude that only a less aggressive eye shape is the key: if we only decrease the lengths of the canopy, we create a pretty effect, but this eye
becomes a little lost in an oversized silhouette.
Next related question: why should the nose be that long? The
leading American movies and European fashions teach to the whole
World that to be beautiful, one must be white-skinned with a big nose,
but the man who drew most of the Mustangs in this book is married to a
Filipino, and believes she is the most beautiful girl in the Universe, with
her short and cute nose. Nevertheless, Mustangs transformed this way
are not pretty… Mystery.
Then what is the status of the fin (as ears does not count for a face
beauty)? It is true that without fin, a flying-wing P-51D would remain
rather beautiful, but the fin is not completely irrelevant in aircraft aesthetics: without her elegant swept fin, the Mirage III would look like an
ugly pipe. Additionally, the fin influences greatly the Length/Height ratio
that we optimised to create automatic caricatures. By the way, we could
have also created the Gold-Number ratio by increasing the fin height
alone, but the result is very ugly. So, there is no magic figure, the secret
of improving beauty is maybe to create a big friendly eye, while decreasing the parts without such personality. The rest is a matter of harmony, and our analysis fails to explain more…
→ see SAI-51D, compacted-canopy P-51D, Asiatic P-51Ds, P-51D without ear, P-51D golden in a wrong way, bad P-51D angry!, lovely P-51D
sorry…
p104) The beauty of the projects that would lead to the YOV-10 (canard
and push-pull and biplane pictures lent by Paul Deweer) made us imagine a Mustang with this Bronco canopy and short nose. This became the
YOV-51… Beautiful, indeed. We presented her to our friend Paul,
thanking him for having inspired this drawing, and apologising for the
absurdity of this Mustang without engine and with an air intake… The
answer was enlightening: why not imagine a central engine driving,
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through shafts and gears, two lateral pusher propellers? Genius! This
became the OV-51B. We were happy…
As this short nose was so pretty, we wanted to see if a Mustang
canopy, scaled up to have a tall wind-screen like the Bronco’s, could be
pleasant as well. That worked, more or less. Anyway, there was the
Mustang with an Asiatic short nose that we had dreamed of, so desperately… A Philipino Ph-51B.
Coming back to a normal-size canopy, we got an ugly long back, a
kind of long pipe. So we tried a two-cockpit version. Then a Bubble D
and a shortened version Ph-51E Muslyn – the latter code is for a Filipino
Mustang-Emelyn, that may be pronounced Moosleen like the French
mashed-potatoes Mousline… What a mix! But creating children from a
Mustang-Bronco couple is not offending mother nature – these two birds
belong to the same species: North American Aviation Inc.
→ see YOV-51B, Paul Deweer OV-51B, Ph-51B Cute Little Nose, TPh51B, Ph-51D & E
p105) We also discovered new enriching ideas by meeting the Argentinean aeromodeller Mario Battagion. He showed us how varied the world
of little flying Mustang models, RC or U-line. The first steps occurred in
1941-44, with the Mustang models of Earl Stahl. A search on the Internet
confirmed that a full book could be dedicated to this subject.
Among these late discoveries was one unexpected piece, wonderful: a non-flyable huge model with a single seat for a person, and a
rotating propeller… driven by a child pedalling! This is the Pedalcar P51, made in China for the enjoyment of Western boys and girls. Her
shape is a compacted caricature, condensed, cute, and it would have
been a great shame if our book had missed this pearl. Alas, there is no
canopy on this model, because the little pilot must feel free… Here, the
goal to seduce is having fun, not beauty. When speaking about virtual
aircraft, this Mustang is a whole class by herself.
Other very abnormal case that we could never have imagined: a
phone in the shape of a Mustang plane! This object needed to be mentioned in our overview.
→ see Earl-Stahl XP-51/P-51/Model-Mustang, Robert-Winger P-51B,
Pedalcar P-51, Telemania P-51 Phone
p106) Some flying Mustang models are not beautiful, making the propeller turn efficiently being the main goal, without optimising aerodynamics the way fighters did in the 1930s… Other models, on the contrary, are thinner than the original, and the reason for that once again is
speed: these amateurish toys have no need for huge cumbersome engines to provide maximum power, so they may retain harmonious elegant lines.
The Vortech model is special, because this is a glider, it seems,
with a free beautiful nose… separating aesthetics from mechanical
power, like we did. Nevertheless, any flying P-51, with or without engine,
must have weight balance…
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We include the Seagull Plasma, despite her name: her lines and
markings clearly showed this was a derivative of the Seagull P-51D, with
the canopy moved aft – a recipe we used also...
→ see MAL P-51B, Brian-Laird P-51B, Sport P-51, Vortech P-51, Seagull
Plasma
p107) We have discovered a site presenting the Bushby Mustang II, an
airplane looking a little like the Mustang P-51D, but a two-seater side by
side, with an engine 10 times less powerful and a length reduced by
40%… More importantly: the text said this was a derivative of the Midget
Mustang designed in 1948 by David Long to make a small civil plane
looking like the famous Mustang… We regretted not having checked
carefully all the aircraft named Mustang in aviation history – we originally
thought this was of no interest for this book devoted to the lines of an
airplane that was just beautiful no matter her name (and presenting
models like the Mooney 22 Mustang was not interesting at all in our
mind). Anyway, this Midget Mustang seemed to have been forgotten in
our collection of small piloted replicas. But finding a profile of the first
Midget Mustang, we saw that this model had no resemblance at all with
the Mustang, apart from the fin shape detail. The Midget Mustang took
from the Mustang only her name. Anyway, several purchasers of the
plans did build their model with changes to make her look like a true
Mustang… Then, when the two-seater Mustang II was designed, in 1963,
the principle of a bubble canopy like on the P-51D was selected, it
seems, to create a more visible connection to the name, disappointing
less customers.
→ see Bushby Mustang II, Long & Usher & Sodergren Midget-Mustangs
p108) Jean-Christophe Carbonel finally found some time to draw for us a
P-51D caricature, to complete his Moeufrane. The result was rather different from what we had thought, and we understand it is impossible to
copy artists who are geniuses, inventing in each drawing. Too bad for
their talent-less fans, that would love to do as well someday… Anyway,
our own ‘talent’ (mathematics) has not been useless, drawing a profile
from the oblique view that we received. Based on the circular spinner
curve, we concluded the angle was 25°. And so we increased all horizontal dimensions by 11% (as 1/cos25°=111%).
Reading our pages, JCC proposed many other ways to invent P51s apart from caricatures. First, he proposed an axial twin-engined P51Z, similar to our VB-51, and a lateral twin-engined version with a nose
gun. As the nose is hidden on a profile of such aircraft, we present an
asymmetric single-engined variant, whose technical justification is striking: the purpose is to seduce showing her beautiful lines… JCC also
proposed many ideas that would be interesting to modellers (if you are a
modeller, look at JCC’s site at http://modelstories.free.fr): P-51 Payen
with delta-wing, circular-wing P-51, P-51 with rotating engines at wing
tips providing VTOL ability… Alas for us, their side views would not be
spectacularly different.
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→ see JCC P-51D caricature, P-51Z, P-51T, Bv-151T, Bv-151T-2, Joe
Warner-Cherrie P-51 Circular Wing
p109) JCC told us also of the poorly known Trebble-trouble P51, a flying
assembly of three P-51Ds linked by their wing tips, only the central one
having a cockpit (a layout coming from a Klemm patent). From the side
view, this incredible triplex-fuselage aircraft is rather disappointing, alas.
With scale models, we can improve, using external 1/72nd and central
1/48th, just Scale-trouble…
Other interesting idea: JCC told us we could create a tandem-wing
Mustang-Delanne. We were ready to reply that double wings would not
be visible on a side view, but we suddenly realised that the Delanne DL10 had a very special rear fuselage, because this layout allowed the inclusion of a tail blister with a panoramic view. We were missing such a
Mustang… Such a two-seater could also be designed from a flying wing
basis, Fauvel-like. Concerning Mustang flying-wings with long canopy,
we can imagine even further (W-51D glider) and, on the contrary, turn
this one into a huge airship without wing (Z-51D)…
Some misunderstanding happened when JCC told us we could
create an ogival wing Mustang. We knew that the word ogive means a
curved arrow, but how could a wing have this shape? We thought this
arrangement might have been a ring-like (seen from front) construction,
similar to the Coleoptère SNECMA C-450. Google search tool made us
realise the misunderstanding: these words describe the curved delta of
Concorde! The different curved delta of Cheranovkiy is called parabolic
wing. Anyway, we did not kill the poor Museocopter baby… As regards
an ogival P-51, this could not be appreciated in a side-view, and if we
don’t show her here, that does not mean that we are lacking respect for
the glorious and beautiful Concorde…
→ see Trebble-Trouble P-51, Scale-Trouble P-51, JCC DL-51B, AV-51D,
W-51D, Z-51D, C-51
p110) Interesting news came from the ‘what-if’ modeller TSR-Joe: while
presenting an improved P-51 on his work-bench, he told us of a fictitious
aircraft looking like a P-51, designed by Ian Huntley in some past issue
of Scale Aircraft Modelling, and our friend Paul Deweer found it for us. It
was the work of a student following a course in aircraft design at the Engineering Department of London University, in 1942. Starting from the
Martin-Baker MB.2, Ian Huntley tried several improvements: another
canopy, a bigger fin, a belly cooling intake, then a Merlin engine, improved ventral scoop. Other technical issues were solved, concerning
the axis of the shaft, the airflow handling, but these material details do
not concern us here. Ian Huntley was very surprised when, later, he discovered the P-51D Mustang, strikingly similar to his very own creation…
So the P-51D was obviously the state of the art (in aircraft design) at that
time, and that explains why so many independent aircraft are so similar,
without piracy nor plan robbery.
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Of course, we have added some Mustangized versions of Mr
Huntley’s aircraft, to join the separate ways.
→ see Joe-Warner-Cherrie cleaned-up P-51D, MB.2, Ian Huntley Improved MB.2 & final design, Ianstang & Musley
p111) TSR-Joe had drawn many P-51 hybrids in 1982, 10 years before
us. Some of them were amazing pearls, especially a Mustang with a
ring-shaped wing. Presented on the What-if MSN website, she featured a
twin-propeller faired inside the fuselage, inside a channel-wing. We suggested that perhaps the wing should not be complete, on top, for the airflow to be above the wing only, thus creating a lower pressure there and
some lift due to the Venturi effect. That would allow a lower area for the
wing, and thus lower weight, increased fuel load and range. TSR-Joe
drew such a P-51, but using one propeller above each wing, port and
starboard, half circular – following Culver shapes. And he completed this
line presenting a predecessor without annular wing, just featuring the
(double) propeller faired in the fuselage – this idea was used in several
projects from Blohm-Voss, BMW, Belyayev…
TSR-Joe had also invented a more classical VTOL Mustang,
Pogo-like, with a single propeller. At thousands of miles distance, separated by dozens of years, two enthusiasts – a little crazy – invented
similar freaks. They were not exactly the same, just as the P-51C is not
exactly the B, the H is not exactly the D.
Joe added an amazing VTOL variant with delta wing-fins (Xwings, seen from front), and a jet hybrid of Harrier and Mustang. Daring!
→ see Joe Warner-Cherrie P-51 Special, Channel Wing P-51, MidEngine Prop P-51, P-51 Tailsitter & ∆-Tailsitter
p112) Another old invention of TSR-Joe was a canard Mustang, with
either 2 fins on the wing or a central fin. So there have been canard
Mustangs in the whole World: Canada, Australia, France, Scotland, and
maybe elsewhere secretly: in each country, dreamers thought they must
hide, before the Internet came.
A version with tandem wings used as a basis a P-51B, with slightly
improved lines. Another modified B was used to make a seaplane version, with either 2 floats or one. In addition, Lyn Ludgate built a singlefloat P-51D: the J5F-1 Bronco. We present here only the weirdest of this
pleasant family! It seems a P-51B also has been chosen as a starting
point to draw a tandem 2-seat original version, with a passenger facing
the fin, without bubble nor turret. Finally, a version with the huge Rolls
Royce Eagle engine was considered. TSR-Joe said that this was the
largest engine that could be fitted into that airframe: 24 cylinders,
3,500hp. Inventing credible models is a precise art, with meticulous
choices never exceeding a limit, and the goal is to find a personal balance.
→ see Joe Warner-Cherrie P-51 canard, canard/tandem wing, SeaPlane
single float, 2-seat tandem, RR. Eagle
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p113) Concerning the natural evolution of Mustangs, TSR-Joe presented
a Mustang-version of the Jet-Seafang 391. He suggested then to take as
a basis the Jet-Cobra, and the model he made of this project. This was a
classical P-39 Airacobra (the one that inspired the FTB Mustang) turned
into a twin-jet, like the Me-262. He also presented an improved single-jet
derivative, considered in 1943, with the code XP-59B.
Another proposal suggested by TSR-Joe was to transform the P51 into a rocket-plane like the X-1. This could have added supreme glory
to the Mustang legend: the first breaking of the Sound barrier… Chuck
Yeager, the heroic pilot, would have been pleased by this continuation,
as he gave to the X-1 the nickname of his P-51s (Glamourous Glennis)…
This is a beautiful story: Glennis was the name of Chuck’s girlfriend and,
as a simple unknown pilot in 1942, he gave her name to the P-51s that
he was piloting through danger, far from his loved one. After the war’s
end, he married and became a test pilot, and gave her name again to the
plane that would reach glory forever. With such a faithful spirit towards
his beloved woman, he may have appreciated adding faithfulness towards the Mustang family, which had evolved like himself…
→ see Joe Warner-Cherrie Mustang/Type 391 hybrids, Jet-MustangCobra, XP-51/59B, X-1 types
p114) Less glorious but even more pleasant for us: a twin-boom TSRMustang… This was a push-pull like our P-51P, but more credible (without the crazy twinning back and forth using 2 wind-screens…). A singleengined pusher version, like the J.21, was another idea he had in mind.
The purpose of the long nose that we drew was not space for a huge gun
but aesthetics...
Joe had proposed also a twin-engine model of more simple layout:
not push-pull nor twin-boom. The canopy is high on the profile, to improve lateral view above the engine pods. He suggested also inventing a
Mustang and Skyrocket hybrid, with a small nose (to improve visibility)
and lateral fins. The Whirlwind may be another source. TSR-Joe’s notes
of 1982 mentioned also a Mustang similar to the Twin-Warhawk – this
Twin-Warhawk was not the twin-fuselage invented by Ted Nomura in his
Luftwaffe 1946 cartoon, because Mustangizing this one would resemble
the classical Twin-Mustang. So, this was the twin-engined singlefuselage drawn later by TSR-Joe.
→ see Warner-Cherrie P.51PP & Psh, twin-engine, Mustang/Skyrocket,
P-51W
p115) Thinking about this twin-engined P-51 looking like a Warhawk, we
imagined a forerunner without a bubble canopy, for instance based on
the P-51A, similar to the mass-produced P-40s. As our drawings are
pilotless, we have not raised up the cockpit here. In the meantime, the
modeller engineer CatEagle73 (known elsewhere as Elmayerle) told us
he had also imagined a preliminary Twin-Mustang with the layout of the
twin-engined P-40, single-fuselage. He would have used a P-51B canopy, a tail and outer wings from a P-82. For the nose, a Unicraft model
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kit of XNI-02 Kameleon would have been selected, maybe turned upside
down. At last, while drawing these twin-engine Mustangs without a bubble, we received from Paul Deweer a gorgeous picture of the Farman F431, another elegant airplane that became the F-451… In a similar vein,
a final idea came from the peculiar downward angle of the front of the
Heinkel He 219 Uhu’s canopy. We could also have a spherical glazed
nose, very good for forward visibility.
→ see Cherrie/Toff Twin-P40-51A, Evan-Mayerle Twin-Mustang concept,
F-451, He-251, He-519, I-519
p116) Seeing the drawings of page 115, TSR-Joe suggested adding
some asymmetric Mustangs, even if they would not be featured by profiles, he said. We had already invented the Bv 151 but a big idea occurred to us: why not create twin-fuselage asymmetric Mustangs? That
could be done easily by lengthening rearwards the Bv-151’s crew pod,
but we preferred using a standard P-82, replacing one engine by a
glazed nose (Bv-182). Alternately, we could keep the 2 nose-engines
while replacing one tail by a rear-facing panoramic canopy (P-512). A
much simpler asymmetry could be achieved by copying a standard P-82
and moving forward the port fuselage, as seen on the Harkey racer: this
provided us with the P-82M (Moved). Finally, we created a composite P82, with piston engine and jet, installed separately on port and starboard
(P-82J).
As we were then working on our book devoted to twin-boom and
twin-fuselage planes, we have added a fantasy Twin-FTB-Mustang, with
central engines. In the long P-82 fuselages, it was easy to install coupled
engines, so: 4 engines.
→ see Cherrie/Toff Bv-151’, Bv-182, P-512, P-82M & M’ & J, P-82/4m
p117) CatEagle73 told us he had played with Twin-Mustangs transformed into single-seat racers with a tiny canopy and Griffon engines
driving contra-rotating propellers. We had forgotten to build this halfbreed of RB-51 and P-82 (RB-82)… The small canopy could be used for
all the Mustang family (like we did with the antique NA-73-00 canopy):
FTB, XP-51J etc.
At last, CatEagle73 suggested creating a Twin-Mustang derivative
with an additional glazed central pod, like on a preliminary Bf 109Z design. We hesitated to draw this Bf-182Z because such a pod between
fuselages is almost hidden on a profile. As a matter of fact, the Bf 109Z
with central pod would not have looked like a standard P-82: no bubblecanopy, lateral cockpits appearing as tandem-seats and no linking tailplane. Moreover, this Bf 109Z version has been rejected because the
crew in the central pod would have no lateral visibility, and we imagined
a derivative with 2 externally mounted lateral pods. For us, the goal is
not a better design for combat, but just a nicer aspect from a side-view…
The same day, we received as birthday present a pleasant card
with a beautiful P-51D art, nicely transformed by a Spanish friend.
Thanks Antonio!
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→ see Evan Mayerle RB-82 & -FTB & -51J, Bf-182Z, Me-182Z, Antonio
Oliver P-51D
p118) At the beginning of this book, we said that airplanes have a face
only when seen as profiles, but this seems incompletely true. Airliners
like the DH Comet featured a pleasant face seen from front, from an
airport window, as does the Fairchild A-10 photographed from a tanker in
front of her. Focusing on profiles maybe was not optimum path. It was
mostly an easy way to screen the subject and different ideas quickly
enough. Our better creations may deserve a oblique view, featuring a
windscreen (eye) creating more personality than on a simple profile…
Someday, we may draw fictitious airplanes using a 3D drawing tool, to
freely turn around with a virtual camera. We have chosen a specialised
software for three-dimensional aircraft design: Rc-cad. This is not an
industrial tool but a nice little product perfectly affordable for amateurish
aviation-enthusiasts. On the site presenting this software is a pleasant
collection (http://www.rccad.com/Gallery.htm): models made in a few
minutes with the free demo version of the software, by several candidates prior to purchasing. Of course, the full software allows to produce a
perfect P-51 (not interesting at all for us!), but these preliminary drafts
provided new silhouettes enriching the Mustang family, and we present
some of them.
Besides, Rc-Cad means Radio Controlled Computer Aided Design,
so this software would have been the perfect link between RC models
and virtual computer models.
→ see true 51D, almost-true 51D, Ellis P-51D.rcd, Graham P51.rcd,
Pearson P-51µ.rcd
p119) Other new approach: we remembered that it is possible with computer tools to automatically create intermediates between Mustangs.
Morphing software generates, step by step, the film transforming one
picture into another. If Virtual Mustangs had been a TV cartoon, it could
have been directed this way: continuous changes, progressive evolutions. But in a book with separate pictures, there would be an endless
number of silhouettes to show. Anyway, we can present precise middlepoints between built models, with the surprise of what the computer will
find. As for the compacting process, this intermediate calculation is very
simple with a software like Corel Draw 6: steps: 1, Enter. But, in detail,
the software did not succeed in using our initial drawings. Between P51A and D, for instance, it has been necessary to add points where some
discontinuity was appearing (nose scoops), add a superimposed segment
where a line was appearing (back, nose). As well, our first try gave no
connection between the intermediate back and the intermediate canopy… it has been necessary to change the intermediate points location
and try again.
→ see Corel-Draw NA-73-00/P-51C, P-51A/D, P-51H/P-82B, P-51D/RD1410, P-51D/Radial
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p120) The middle point between P-51D and FTB reveals a drawback for
this automatic calculation: a monster can be created. Between the configuration of pilot aft / engine ahead (P-51D) and the case pilot ahead /
engine aft, the middle is pilot sitting on the engine… Seriously, if the pilot
should be installed on top of the engine, with a seat and a little room, this
part of the fuselage would become awfully bulky, and that could be very
negative, both aerodynamically and aesthetically. Other solution: laying
the pilot above the engine, as on the contemporary Savoia-Marchetti
SM.93. With great difficulty, the man facing the ground would need to
raise his eyes high to see in front of the plane, but it would have been
impossible for him to look directly above or to the rear, so there is no
need of a bubble canopy anymore – the result is very peculiar and ungainly. The automatic half-breed with a canopy and without pilot inside
was far better… So the conclusion is a clear choice between: 1/ our
aesthetic and cladistic vows, 2/ practical sense and technical logic… We
love some of the more impossible aircraft more than the credible ones.
We separate completely the pleasing lines of aircraft and the fact that
they appeared on good machines – which were employed as deadly
weapons…
→ see P-51D/FTB from Corel-Draw calculation, with a seat above the
engine, with a pilot lying above the engine, with lowered-down engine
p121) There was another way to invent a hybrid between normal Mustangs and FTBs: to join them laterally into an asymmetrical TwinMustang. On the basis of the pretty XP-51J, we generated the P-51JTB,
and then the FTP-51J by reversing the port and starboard fuselages of
the former. It is not completely impossible to imagine some justification:
the initial Twin-Mustang was a two-seater in order that 2 men can pilot,
one after the other, during very long distance flights; the best view forward was useful for the main pilot while it was not needed for the secondary one, who was there for cruise help; an asymmetric design would
have avoided on half of the plane the heavy and fragile shaft & gear
device of the FTB... The problem regarding weight balance would have
leaded to rejection of this proposal, simply.
Dreaming, we can have tandem coupled engines inside the port
fuselage, and the 2 cockpits on the starboard. This is stupid but original
and pretty… And after this addition of 2 separate bubbles, we can go
further, with an harmonious progression 51J / 51D / FTB, and imagine 3
engines in the other fuselage… At last, to finish this flight of fancy, we
present the version without bubble, EA-191 + P-51C, and a funny mixture joining one P-51 to a half-P-82… These are just examples from
what exhaustive combinations would provide, as only a few ones are
really interesting from a side-view perspective. Besides, our P-5182,
designed with canopies as distant as possible, had a starboard external
wing very far aft of the port one…
→ see P-51JTB, FTP-51J & J-2, FTBDJ-51, EA-191C, P-5182, P-5115D
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p122) Our model with 2 separate cockpits (FTP-51J-2) was not serious
but a slight correction turns it into a good aircraft: having (from front to
rear) the propeller, the pilot, the engine, a passenger, all mounted in a
single fuselage (FTBJ-51). This idea was featured on the TP-63C, and
we may also build a mix of TP-63C and standard P-51D (TP-51D-63C).
We can create from that a gorgeous single-seater (P-51D-63C). As a
matter of fact, this single-seater does not look like a classical P-63 at all.
A P-51/63 hybrid (in their bubble D version) would be very different (XP51D-63D). Another possibility: replace the Bell Kingcobra P-63 by the
older Bell Airacobra because the version P-39E used a Mustang-like fin.
Two directions:
- Take the P-51D as a basis, just having from the P-39 the canopy position and dorsal scoop (XP-51D-39E).
- Install on the P-39E a P-51D-like canopy, simply lengthened to have
the same silhouette (XP-39E-51D).
→ see FTBJ-51, TP-63C, TP-51D-63C, P-51D-63C, XP-51D-63D, XP51D-39E, XP-39E-51D
p123) Of course, we can also operate morphing between Mustangs and
other families, endlessly. We will just try the basic principle. The middle
point between a Mustang and another aircraft does not look enough like
a Mustang for our liking, so it is better to proceed by small steps. Our
favourites are the ratios 2/3, 3/4, 4/5 (67%, 75%, 80%) in the proportion
of Mustang in the mixing. This is not very intuitive if we consider Mustangs as nice pets, because the child of a P-51 father and YP-37 mother
(or opposite, who knows?) would have 50% of each parent’s genes.
Anyway, this obvious judgement disappears following the logic of Mendel
combinatory laws: if half-breeds have children themselves, they will give
birth to a very diverse family of grandchildren. Precisely, for 2 characters
(like nose + eye):
1/16 will have 100% of Mustang
4/16 will have 75% of Mustang
6/16 will have 50% of Mustang
4/16 will have 25% of Mustang
1/16 will have 0% of Mustang
Someone may argue that such calculations of probability are once
again breaking the charm of a free study devoted to the Mustangs’
beauty. We agree that it would be better to invent without direction, but
as we do not have the talent of an artist, we must use our own skill,
which is mathematical. In horticulture, for example, the creative process
is assisted by technical/scientific methods/skills, and art feeling is not all,
maybe…
→ see P-51B/YP-37 mixing steps: 100%/0%, 75%/25%, 50%/50%,
25%/75%, 0%/100%
p124) We have chosen the YP-37 example because this one was related
to a simple logic: move the canopy aft, and that can be done step by
step. But in a more general overview, we could mix the Mustang with the
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most beautiful aircraft. The Re 2005 and MiG 3 will be our first references. And we can add to this family without bubble the XP-53, D-520Z
and Spit 21 gems. But beauty is a personal affair, and our mathematical
attempts in several directions do not pretend to introduce an objective
aesthetic index that could be quantified. Though, the history of the Intellectual Ratio suggests that heretical minds can someday produce a
(imperfect) measure of something that common sense refused to consider as measurable. Besides art is already measured in a way, by auctions and sales. This is frustrating – a stupid blue square signed as a
Picasso work has more ‘value’ than a very lovely Mustang invented by
Rob Henderson. This is related to fame and snobbishness; beauty is out
of the question. Moreover, modern art is refusing that one must produce
beauty to deserve the label of artist. Some “searchers” require the taxpayer’s money to produce ugly things, justified by long texts explaining
why they have been done, with a lot of self-congratulation. As far as we
are concerned, we prefer (and admire) the amateurs or professionals that
create emotive pictures touching our hearts – like Jean and Rob…
→ see 67%/33% mixing steps of: P-51B with YP-37/Re 2005/ MiG 3/XP53/D-520Z; P-51C with Spitfire Mk 21
p125) To plainly appreciate the difference between our hybridisation
process and automatic calculation of some intermediate step, we compare now both ways to mix P-51 and the beautiful Re 2005/ MiG 3. Here
at the end of the book, we present those half-breeds in a Gold Number
way, with heights increased to be just 1.62 times smaller than the
lengths. Our personal drawings were very different for nose, canopy,
spine, and fin… One way or another, this is artistic freedom – of course
the software action is automatic, the computer calculating the exact consequences of our inputs, but these come from personal decisions, fantasy and thus: creation. We thought the artistic talent was the appearance of gorgeous pictures coming from nowhere, but perhaps this was a
misunderstanding: to draw human bodies, even in a non-figurative way,
professional painters often use hired models, and most aviation cartoonists seem to own a huge reference library, using photographs and technical drawings as a basis to invent from. So we just try to follow their footsteps…
→ see Re-2051 & MiG 351: golden Corel-Draw 51B, X.Toff 51B & D &
D-48th
p126) In our search for ‘Mustang art’, we made a new discovery: the site
http://www.blackheartart.com with many different caricatures of Mustang… Joy! Many P-51B and D with different colours and silhouettes.
Nice adjustments, creating a cute collection. There were also Mustang
racers – the most famous was Dago Red, completed by Sumthin Else
and a mysterious ‘GSO Special’. Pat Cherry informed us that he had also
drawn the Red Baron that we were dreaming of, and he sent us this
lovely drawing…
As with Rob Henderson’s caricatures, we must explain here that
our simplified lines are just a general view showing the shape (our per-
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sonal subject), but the true art of Pat is far richer, detailed and coloured.
If you truly love aircraft, you should require as present for next Christmas
a special caricature, by Rob or Pat, which will look so cute on the wall…
From our discovery on the Net, it is only natural that we should show our
appreciation and help these artists to survive: what they give to us deserves our support in return.
→ see Pat-Cherry P-51B, P-51D (2), Dago-Red, Red-Baron
p127) Last of all, we received new caricatures drawn by Rob Henderson,
after he had read what we had written about the evolution of his P-51A
→ D → J. He explained that he followed the true change between A and
D, but “due to the relative caricature dimensions, the rear fuselage of the
early Razorback Mustangs gave the later P-51D a hunchback look,
though technically correct it was visually incorrect”. His way to improve
the D beauty was better than our dream of it: instead of raising the tail
up, he lowered down the rear part of the canopy. This way, he created
“the natural link between NA-73X/P-51C towards the XP-51J”, concluding
that his “new family is now complete”.
We present here the 2 versions of his new P-51D: with finextension (late models e.g.P-51D-20) and without (early ones e.g.P51D-5). We add also a visual comparison of the evolution. As a nice
detail, the windscreen has changed too, a smaller angle producing a less
aggressive eye. Cute…
Maybe the genuine engineers (secretly) spend considerable time
changing the lines again and again to improve their drawing, and artists
enjoy the same creative feeling, inventing a final shape at its very best.
And that is the magic we were looking for: Mustangs for fun…
→ see Rob-Henderson P-51D V2 & P-51D-5 V2, from V1 to V2
p128) In the Mustang family, there are many colours, and not necessarily
related to armies (roundels) nor violence (shark mouths): four P-51 models painted like sea, sand, forest, snow would be beautiful in a mountainous island diorama. We can also treat models as chameleons, standing
on a coloured picture…
→ see light P-82WPP, dark GP-82 “ 72nd/48th ”
p129) The ending page, devoted to French misreading cannot be translated, as there is no English vowel to explain the French sounds for U,
AN (and E, EU, UN…). Mustang is pronounced in Montreal like it is in
New York, but Paris people have a different way, just as they say Londres-Turin for London-Torino… like Japanese people pronounce Elvis as
Erubisu… like Arabic people write from right to left as our Mustangcanard gnatsuM… All welcome, no need of terrorism, just peace and
friendship…
There is not only one (holly) way, and we agree – otherwise inventing different Mustangs would be forbidden, as heretical…
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→ see (Cyrillic) Russian Tveen-Moostang / misread Tbuh-Meekmahr,
(Katakana) Japanese Tswin-Moosootangoo, Arabic jntsuM-niwT and
others…
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Note pour les bilingues :
Le texte anglais n’est pas exactement la traduction du texte
français. Il comporte en plus quelques détails et précisions supplémentaires, supprimées du texte français ajusté autour des
images – suite aux changements de formats de dernière heure :
de 10x21cm à 21x30, puis à 16x24…
A l’inverse, le texte anglais comporte en moins les explication des dernières retouches d’images (et du texte suite à
l’annulation de publication), car tout re-re-vérifier encore avec nos
correspondants britanniques aurait demandé un délai de 6 mois
supplémentaires, pendant lequel d’autres ajouts seraient apparus, cela aurait été sans fin… A ce sujet, la page suivante présente quelques tout derniers compléments.
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